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In this dissertation, we investigate different routing approaches in an attempt to improve the network performance by considering how wireless networks operate in the realistic environment. Our work is centered around two primary focuses: In the first one, we
have found that disruptive links appear quite frequently due to the presence of obstacles
and node mobility. In the presence of disruptive links, we studied how geographic routing
protocols, such as GPSR, should be properly adapted and proposed the Disruption Tolerant
Geographical Routing protocol (DTGR). In the second half, we consider the routing problem in multi-radio multi-hop wireless mesh networks. To maximize the overall throughput
of such a wireless mesh network, the interference between mesh routers need to be taken
into account. We formulate the impact of the interference into a cost function and proposed
the Cost Aware Route Selection scheme (CARS).
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In a wireless ad hoc networks where temporary link disruptions occur frequently, a
node may have incorrect perception of its neighbor set. Since the neighbor set is constructed via beacon sampling, beacon collisions may result in the removal of a node from
the neighbor set even though the node is still within the transmission range. Such a behavior can adversely affect the performance of position based routing algorithms as it may
lead to inefficient routing or packet dropping. To address this, we propose a scheme that
allows each node to associate each of its neighbor with a reachability value that is a measure of the stability of the link. We then apply our scheme to Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) and design two new routing algorithms, namely Disruption Tolerant
Geographic Routing-Simple Forwarding (DTGR-SF) and Disruption Tolerant Geographic
Routing-Waiting before Forwarding (DTGR-WF), in which nodes utilize reachability values to make appropriate forwarding decisions. We compare the performances of DTGR-SF
and DTGR-WF with that of GPSR in various simulation settings. Our simulation results
show that our proposed algorithms perform better in settings where link disruptions are
present. In networks with few occurrences of disruptions, our schemes achieve the same
high performance as that of GPSR.
Many applications of wireless mesh networks, such as WLAN, video conference, and
VoIP, demand more bandwidth and the support of more active users. By installing multiple
radio interfaces at each mesh router, a wireless mesh network is able to better utilize the
available wireless spectrum for such applications. However, the presence of multiple radio
also complicates the selection of route in wireless mesh networks. To address this issue,

v

we first use a cost function to capture the degree of interference for a given route quantitatively. We then propose a novel metric that measures the bandwidth and cost ratio of each
route. Based on this metric, a Cost-Aware Route Selection (CARS) scheme is proposed
to improve the overall throughput of a mesh network. The simulation results confirm that
our scheme is able to better utilize the limited wireless resource and improves the overall
network throughput by more than 95% with different types of traffic and communication
patterns when it is compared against the past route selection schemes.
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Style manual or journal used Journal of Approximation Theory (together with the style
known as “aums”). Bibliograpy follows van Leunen’s A Handbook for Scholars.
Computer software used The document preparation package TEX (specifically LATEX)
together with the departmental style-file auphd.sty.
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C HAPTER 1
I NTRODUCTION
A wireless ad hoc network is a collection of wireless devices (referred to as nodes or
stations) such as handheld devices, mobile phones, and automotive telematics systems that
communicate with each other by forming a multi hop radio network. An ad hoc network
is formed without the need for an infrastructure over a large geographical area. In such a
network, each device plays the role of not only a router for relaying packets to their destinations, but also a host for the source and a sink for traffic flows. Without any type of
centralized control, a node in the network should be able to select the best route among
candidate routes. In reality, the network topology in an ad hoc network is highly complicated and meshed due to temporary link failures and the emergence of multi-radio and
multi-channel in Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs).
The major advantage of an ad hoc network is that a multi-hop network can be formed
without any need for a fixed infrastructure. This makes an ad hoc network a strong candidate for Wi-Fi, WLAN, WMAN, or Wi-Max solutions. Since the University of California
at Berkeley introduced ”smart dust” as a sensor in the late 1990s [1, 2], the application of an
ad hoc network has been extended to emergency services (e.g. E911 w/ Global Positioning
System), disaster recovery, communications on the battle field, underwater research, and
many others.
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To take full advantage of ad hoc networks, many research issues such as virtual backbone construction [3, 4], cross-layer design [5, 6], overlay design [7, 8], adaptive rate control [9], and fault tolerant [10] remain to be addressed. Among these issues, routing is
considered one of the most important issues limiting ad hoc networks. In addition, routing
process should be able to deal with real-world problems such as temporary link failures and
multi radio and multi channel in WMNs to improve network performance:
1. Successful routing protocol must be able to recover immediately from temporal link
failures. In wireless ad hoc and sensor networks, the transmission media (i.e. the
radio signal) is less stable than in wired networks. This may mislead nodes and
cause them to behave as if temporary link disruptions are permanent link failures.
Discovering and establishing a new route in an ad hoc network increase costs in
terms of time and network resources.
2. In WMNs, the route bandwidth should be large enough for multiple users to access
the Internet simultaneously. This type of utilization of multi-radio and multi-channels
has emerged recently in WMNs. The optimal route selection in such a multi-radio
network is an NP-hard problem because the degree of complexity in network formation is much higher than that for single radio networks.
This dissertation is to investigate two different routing approaches in an attempt to
improve the network performance by considering the practical way ad hoc networks operates in the real world. The first disruption tolerant geographic routing (DTGR) will allow
node i to associate each of its neighbors j with a reachability value that is a measure of
2

the stability of the link between i and j, thus making the routing disruption tolerant. An
alternative approach, the cost aware route selection scheme (CARS), will calculate the cost
of the interference and the path bandwidth, thus improving the throughput in multi-radio
and multi-channel WMNs.
The remaining chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the background
and general issues that affect current wireless networks. Chapter 3 introduces the existing
routing protocols and Chapter 4 examines the practical considerations involved. In Chapter
5, our disruption tolerant geographic routing protocol (DTGR) is presented. A cost aware
route selection (CARS) is introduced in Chapter 6. A summary of the dissertation, the
conclusions reached, the contributions to the field, and suggestions for future research are
given in Chapter 7.

3

C HAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

AND

G ENERAL I SSUES

This chapter provides an overview of wireless ad hoc networks. There are two types
of wireless ad hoc networks: mesh networks, and sensor networks. Each has important
applications and supports a different degree of cover area for wireless devices. Section
2.1 discusses the relevant background and gives an overview of wireless ad hoc networks.
Sections 2.2, and 2.3 provide the definition, the standards, and research issues for each type
of ad hoc network.

2.1 Overview of wireless ad hoc networks
Typically wireless networks are made up of two types of components: wireless devices
(e.g., routers and hosts), and wireless transmission media (e.g., radio frequency bands).1
Generally routers are responsible for forwarding packets and hosts are responsible for the
source or the sink of traffic flows. At present, radio frequency (RF) is the most popular
medium in wireless communication. Since different RF spectra have different properties in
terms of their transmission range, transmission rate, power consumption, and propagation
model (e.g., omnidirectional or directional) [11, 12], each wireless device is designed to
exploit a specific range of the RF spectrum for its specialized purpose.
1

Note that the wireless networks discussed in this dissertation refer to multi-hop wireless networks rather
than single-hop wireless networks (e.g., cellular wireless networks).
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An ad hoc network is a special type of wireless networks. Lacking any fixed or centralized infrastructure, ad hoc networks form their own multi-hop networks. Any wireless
device, also referred to as a node, must be able to act as both a router and a host by selfconfiguration. Due to the constraints imposed by power limitations or the standards set by
various industry committees, each node in an ad hoc network has only a limited transmission range. As a result, a packet in an ad hoc network is likely to travel through several
hops before it reaches its final destination.
In an ad hoc network, the connection is established for the duration of one session and
requires no base station. Instead, nodes identify other nodes within transmission range to
form a network. Nodes may search for destination nodes that are out of transmission range
by a simple flooding approach. After discovering their destination nodes, routing protocols
then provide stable connections even if the nodes are moving around. Different types of
wireless devices, such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), laptops, and mobile phones in
ad hoc networks, may form a network by linking up others equipped with the same type
of radios. However, different types of radio have distinctly different attributes, including
computation, storage and communication capabilities.

2.2 Mesh Networks
A wireless mesh network (WMN) is a way to route packets between nodes that are
capable of self-organization and maintenance. Providing many alternate paths between
the source and the destination results in quick re-configuration and continuous connections

5

when the existing path fails. As a result, this self-healing ability makes WMNs both robust
and reliable.
A mesh networking standard 802.11s [13] is the unapproved IEEE 802.11 standard for
Extended Service Set (ESS) mesh networking. An IEEE 802.11s standard is a collection
of access points (APs) interconnected with wireless links that enable automatic topology
learning and dynamic path configuration. It specifies an extension to the IEEE 802.11 MAC
standard to solve the inter-operability problem by defining an architecture and protocol.
The choice of radio technology for WMNs is crucial. In a traditional wireless network,
where wireless devices connect to a single access point, each device has to share a limited
bandwidth. In WMNs, devices with an adaptive radio technology will only connect with
other devices within range. The advantage of WMNs is that the more devices are in range
the more bandwidth becomes available.
A wireless mesh network is generally built on top of home networks, which are typically wireless local area networks (WLANs). A WLAN provides high data rate connections in a local area to the Internet. Most WLANs operate in unlicensed bands that are free
of charge and rigorously regulated. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), and HomeRF Working
Group (HomeRF WG) have all been involved in developing standards for WLANs, but the
ones that dominate the market are from IEEE. Currently there are four IEEE specifications
for WLAN: 802.11b, 802.11a, 802.11g, and 802.11n. The WLANs that are based on these
specifications are the building blocks for wireless mesh networks.

6

• IEEE 802.11b (also referred to as Wi-Fi) [14, 15, 16, 17] – IEEE 802.11b supports
transmission rates of up to 11 Mbps and uses the unlicensed 2.4 GHz Industrial,
Scientific, and Medical (ISM) spectrum. There are two immediate consequences
of using an unlicensed band. First, the transmissions in a IEEE 802.11b network
are prone to interference from other devices utilizing the same spectrum, such as
microwave ovens and cordless phones. Second, the transmission power of a IEEE
802.11b device has to conform with certain regulation so that it will not be harmful
to other devices using the same unlicensed band. To deal with these issues, a spread
spectrum is primarily used in IEEE 802.11b.
• IEEE 802.11a [14, 15, 16, 18] – IEEE 802.11a supports high transmission rates of
up to 54 Mbps by using an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) that
operates in the 5 Ghz band rather than a spread spectrum scheme. Due to the choice
of the 5 GHz spectrum, IEEE 802.11a devices lead to far less radio frequency (RF)
interference. With high data rates and relatively less interference, IEEE 802.11a is
especially suited to supporting multimedia applications.
• IEEE 802.11g [14, 15, 16, 19] – Developed more recently than either IEEE 802.11b
or 802.11a, IEEE 802.11g is an attempt to benefit from the positive aspects of both
the earlier standards. IEEE 802.11g supports a bandwidth of up to 54 Mbps and uses
the 2.4 Ghz ISM spectrum. IEEE 802.11g is compatible with 802.11b, meaning that
802.11g access points (AP) will also work with 802.11b wireless network adapters
and vice versa.

7

• IEEE 802.11n [14, 15, 16]- IEEE 802.11n builds upon previous 802.11 standards
by incorporating multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology. IEEE 802.11n
offers especially high transmission rates of 100Mbps to 200Mbps.
To improve the performance of a wireless mesh network, the access point is usually assumed to be equipped with multiple wireless interfaces built on either the same or different
WLAN technologies. The primary research issue in mesh networks is how to take advantage of the availability of multiple wireless interfaces at each access point to maximize the
communication throughput [20].

2.3 Sensor Networks
Wireless sensor networks are a special class of ad hoc networks that are used to provide a wireless communication infrastructure among sensors deployed in a specific application domain. A sensor network is composed of a large number of sensor nodes that are
densely populated, either inside the coverage area or very close to it. The positions of the
sensor nodes need not be engineered or predetermined, allowing random deployment in
inaccessible terrain or disaster relief operations.
Each node in a sensor network consists of three subsystems: the sensor subsystem
which senses the environment, the processing subsystem which performs local computations on the sensed data, and the communication subsystem which is responsible for message exchanges with neighboring sensor nodes. While individual sensors are limited by
their limited sensing region, processing power, and energy, networking a large number of
sensors can result in a robust, reliable, and accurate sensor network covering a wide region.
8

The types of sensors range from small passive microsensors (e.g, smart dust) to larger scale,
controllable weather-sensing platforms. At present, there are several standard and proprietary devices that support sensor networks. IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) and IEEE 802.15.4
(Zigbee) are the most promising standards for wireless sensor networks because Bluetooth
and Zigbee devices are generally inexpensive and consume relatively little power, although
motes [1], designed primarily by UC-Berkeley, have also been adopted by many sensor
network applications.
• IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth)[21] - Initially developed by the Bluetooth special interest group, Bluetooth is a wireless specification for wireless personal area networks
(WPANs), which has characteristics such as short-range, low power, and low cost.
Operating on the 2.4 GHz unlicensed ISM band, Bluetooth supports data rates up to
2.178 Mbps within distances of up to 100 m.
• IEEE802.15.4 (Zigbee)[21] - Initially developed by the Zigbee alliance, ZigBee is
designed to support low data rate, low power consumption, and low cost wireless
communications. The primary applications of Zigbee include automation and remote
control. It supports a data rate of 250 kbps using 2.4 GHz unlicensed bands within a
range of 10 to 75 m.

9

C HAPTER 3
ROUTING P ROTOCOLS IN A D H OC N ETWORKS
The absence of a centralized infrastructure makes routing in ad hoc networks one of
the most challenging research issues. Nodes in an ad hoc network have no knowledge of
network topology. By exchanging information, the route from the source to the destination
must be discovered and established for either a long period of time or temporarily. Routing
protocols in ad hoc networks can be classified in terms of the presence of a routing table,
network formation (clustering or partitioning), specialized purpose (e.g. multicast), and the
scope of nodal information (e.g. location). In this chapter, described routing protocols are
categorized according to several criteria and their characteristics described. However, the
classification of routing protocols in ad hoc networks is not deterministic and a protocol
can fall into several categories simultaneously.

3.1 Proactive (Table Driven) Routing Protocols
In proactive routing protocols, each node maintains global topology information in its
table. The destination sequence distance vector (DSDV) routing protocol [22, 23, 24], the
wireless routing protocol (WRP)[25], and the cluster-head gateway switch routing protocol
(CGSR) [26] are all types of proactive routing protocols.
DSDV is one of the first protocols proposed for use in ad hoc networks. Based on
the Bellman-Ford algorithm [27], its routing table is composed of destination, next hop,

10

distance, and sequence number information. To avoid the occurrence of infinite loops, sequence number tags are used. Two timers, which may be either a soft timer (trigger of
event) or a hard timer (physical or logical timer) are used to refresh the routing table at
each node. The minimal delay incurred by the route setup process is the primary advantage
of DSDV, since all the available routes to the destinations are already in the table. However, to maintain all the available routes, the routing table must be updated periodically
by exchanging update messages, which leads to an increased overhead in the network. In
addition, a node must wait for table update message before initiating a table.
WRP is also based on the Bellman-Ford algorithm. While DSDV maintains only one
routing table at each node, WRP keeps sets of tables, such as a distance table, routing
table, link cost table, and message retransmission list. This enables WRP to maintain more
accurate information on the network topology. The advantages of WRP are the same as
for DSDV, which also benefits from fast convergence. However, since WRP maintains
multiple tables, computation complexity is high. Also, the use of multiple tables requires
more memory in a node. This increase overhead due to updating tables results in poor
performance under high mobility condition and in a large network.
CGSR uses a hierarchical network topology. While most proactive routing protocols employ a table driven approach, CGSR adopts flat topology. A node in the network
topology belongs to one of the following types: cluster-head, cluster-gateway, and clustermember. A cluster-head is elected by a least cluster change (LCC) algorithm. Within
transmission range of a cluster-head, there should be no other cluster-head. If a node is
a member of more than one cluster-head, it is called a gateway. The remaining nodes are
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simply cluster-members. The role of a cluster-head includes coordinating of scheduling
and bandwidth assignments. Since a network is partitioned by the cluster-heads, the bandwidth can be utilized efficiently. However, the path length could be increased in CGSR.
In addition, for high mobility applications, CGSR is not stable because the cluster-heads
need to be re-elected frequently, leading to more communication and thus also more energy
consumption.

3.2

Reactive (On Demand) Routing Protocols
While proactive routing protocols have a table which includes the information of desti-

nation, reactive routing protocols establish the path only when it is demanded. The dynamic
source routing protocol (DSR) [28, 29], the ad hoc on demand distance vector routing protocol (AODV) [30, 31], and the temporally ordered routing algorithm (TORA) [32, 33] are
all examples of reactive routing protocols.
DSR is one of the most popular routing protocols and is widely used in ad hoc networks. Instead of periodically sending a hello packet or a beacon, it sends a RouteRequest
packet in order to discover a path by flooding when it is demanded. As soon as a destination receives a RouteRequest packet, it responds by sending a RouteReply packet to the
source. Since a RouteRequest packet retains the information on the traversed path, a
RouteReply packet can backtrack the path of the RouteRequest packet. Once a source
node gets a RouteReply packet, a path to the destination can thus be established. The
elimination of the need to broadcast periodic update messages results in a much reduced
overhead in a network. Since a path is established only when it is requested, each node
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does not need to have a large memory. The reusability of path information that is cached in
intermediate nodes is another advantage of DSR. However, the latency incurred by sending
a packet to find a path is a disadvantage of DSR. High mobility can also result in degrade
of network performance. In addition, the overhead involved in establishing a path is proportional to the length of that path.
AODV also uses an on-demand approach to discover a path. A path is established
only when a source node requests a path. After establishing a path, packets can be transmitted. The basic concept of AODV is that the destination uses sequenced numbers to
identify the most recent path. While DSR sends all packets through a pre-determined path,
in AODV the source and intermediate nodes keep different routes’ information for each
corresponding traffic flow. The advantage of AODV is that it can determine the latest path
to the destinations. In addition, since one RouteRequest can be used for multiple destination, the delay in establishing a path is likely to be less than for other reactive protocols.
However, in AODV, sending a beacon periodically can lead to unnecessary bandwidth consumption. Also, the generation of multiple RouteReply packets for single RouteReqeust
packet results in another unnecessary overhead.
TORA, based on a link reversal algorithm, provides multi-paths and loop-free connections. Only one hop local information is kept at each node. TORA has three functions;
establishing, maintaining, and erasing routes. Establishing a path is executed only when
it is requested. When an intermediate node discovers an invalid link, it sends an update
packet to erase the link, enabling the source node to send a clear packet to erase the invalid
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link. Since control packets are used for local regions, the overhead due to control packets
is much less. However, local reconfiguration of a path often leads to non-optimal routes.

3.3

Hybrid (Proactive/Reactive) Routing Protocols
A combination of proactive and reactive routing protocols is implemented in hy-

brid routing protocols. In hybrid routing protocols, two different domains (i.e., inter- or
intra-zones) use their corresponding types of routing protocols. The zone routing protocol
(ZRP) [34, 35], the zone-based hierarchical link state routing protocol (ZHLS) [32], and
the core extraction distributed ad hoc routing protocol (CEDAR) [36, 37] are all examples
of hybrid protocols.
ZRP divides a network topology into two zones: intra−zone and inter−zone. In the
intra−zone, proactive routing protocols are employed, while in the inter −zone, reactive
routing protocols are used. The boundary between the inter − zone and intra − zone is
determined by the zone radius, which is a predetermined number of hops. A zone radius of
1 indicates one hop distance. If a destination is located within the zone radius, a source can
transmit packets directly to the destination using proactive routing protocols. Otherwise,
a source node needs to send a RouteRequest packet by reactive routing protocols to find
a route. Compared to the simple RouteRequest flooding, ZRP can reduce the overhead
of control packets. However, redundant RouteRequests can be produced for a destination
node which is located in the inter − zone. Also, the size of the zone radius significantly
impacts the performance of ZRP.
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ZHLS, which utilizes the geographical location information, is another example of a
hybrid protocol. In ZHLS, the network topology is divided into non-overlapping zones.
The hierarchical addressing scheme consists of a node ID and a zone ID, with the assumption that each node knows its location information through a Global Position System
(GPS)[38]. ZHLS can reduce the storage requirements and communication overhead. In
addition, ZHLS is robust with regard to node mobility. However, the generation of additional overhead for the zone-level topology is the main disadvantage of this protocol.
CEDAR extracts the core nodes, known as the dominating set, from the network topology. The main purpose of CEDAR is to construct a virtual backbone with dominating
nodes. A dominating set (DS) is defined as a subset of nodes in a graph such that each
node not in the subset has at least one neighbor in the subset. By constructing a minimal
DS, any packet can be transmitted from a source node to a destination. Another purpose of
CEDAR is to provide QoS. When establishing a path, CEDAR also considers the required
bandwidth. Thus, CEDAR can perform both routing and QoS path computation efficiently
with DS. However, since most computation is carried out at core nodes, the movement of
the core nodes can seriously degrade the performance of the protocol. In addition, the need
to update the information on the core nodes increases the control overhead.

3.4 Hierarchical Routing Protocols
In hierarchical routing protocols, network topology can be partitioned with multilayered clusters. Fish eye state routing (FSR) [39] and hierarchical state routing (HSR) [40],
which is an improved version of FSR, are introduced in this section.
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In FSR, each update message does not contain information about all nodes. Instead,
FSR exchanges information about closer nodes more frequently, thus reducing the update
message size and allowing each node to obtain more accurate information about its neighbors. However, further away from the node the accuracy of information is decreased. Although a node does not have accurate information on distant nodes, packets can be transmitted correctly because the information on the destination becomes more accurate as it
gets closer to the destination. FAR is scalable to the size of networks under controlled
message overhead.
HSR is a multilevel clustering and logical partitioning routing protocol. In HSR, mobile nodes are grouped into clusters and a cluster-head is elected for each cluster. The
cluster-heads of low level clusters then organize themselves into upper level clusters, and
so on. Inside a cluster, nodes broadcast their link state information to all others. The
cluster-head summarizes the link state information for its cluster and sends the information to its neighboring cluster-heads via gateway nodes. Nodes in upper level hierarchical
clusters flood the network with the topology information they have obtained on the nodes
in the lower level clusters. In HSR, a hierarchical address is assigned to every node. The
hierarchical address reflects the network topology and provides sufficient information for
packet deliveries in the network.

3.5 Geographical Routing Protocols
By equipping each node with an inexpensive Global Positioning System (GPS) cpability, it is possible to track their location. Geographical routing protocols discover and
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establish a route by utilizing this location information. The location aided routing protocol
(LAR) [41] and the distance routing effect algorithm for mobility (DREAM) [42] are all
examples of geographical routing protocols.
LAR is a reactive routing scheme. LAR utilizes the position information obtained by
GPS and is expected to improve the efficiency of the route discovery procedure by limiting
the scope of route request flooding. In LAR, a source node estimates the current location
range of the destination based on information on the last reported location and mobility
pattern of the destination. In LAR, the route request flooding is limited to a request zone
where the destination is expected to be currently located. The size of a request zone can
be adjusted according to the mobility pattern of the destination. When the speed of the
destination is low, the request zone is small; and when it moves fast, the request zone is
large. The advantage of LAR is that it reduces the control message overhead. However, it
is not scalable to network size due to the directional flooding.
DREAM exploits the location and speed information for mobile nodes to discover a
route. As with LAR, DREAM utilizes location information not only to discover a route, but
also to flood data packets to a small region. However, unlike LAR DREAM is a proactive
routing protocol. In DREAM, a routing table contains location information for all the other
nodes. To maintain this information, every mobile node must send location updates. The
frequency of the location update is determined by the distance and node mobility. DREAM
also is not scalable to network size because of the directional flooding.
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3.6

Multicast Routing Protocols
Due to dynamic changes in the network topology, a multicast structure must be recon-

structed continuously as connectivity changes. The bandwidth efficient multicast routing
protocol (BEMRP)[43] and the ad hoc multicast routing protocol (AMRoute)[44] are examples of multicast routing protocols.
BEMRP is designed to achieve both low communication overhead and high multicast
efficiency. BEMRP employs on-demand invocation of the route setup and route recovery
processes to avoid periodic transmissions of control packets. The route setup process allows a newly joining node to find the nearest forwarding node to minimize the number
of forwarding nodes, and a route optimization process detects and removes unnecessary
forwarding nodes to eliminate redundant and inefficient routes. The main advantage of
BEMRP is that it saves bandwidth due to the reduction in the number of data packet retransmissions. However, when a node joins the multicast group, it selects its nearest forwarding
node, which may result in increasing the distance between source and receiver. This leads
to a high incidence of path breaks and delay.
AMRoute has been proposed for robust IP Multicasts in mobile ad hoc networks by
exploiting user-multicast trees and dynamic logical cores. It creates a bidirectional, shared
tree for data distribution using only group senders and receivers as tree nodes. Unicast
tunnels are used as tree links to connect neighbors on the user-multicast tree. Certain tree
nodes are designated by AMRoute as logical cores, and are responsible for initiating and
managing the signaling component of AMRoute, such as the detection of group members
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and tree setup. The disadvantage of AMRoute is that under mobility conditions, the hop
count of the unicast tunnels can increase, thus decreasing throughput.
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C HAPTER 4
P RACTICAL C ONSIDERATIONS IN THE D ESIGN OF W IRELESS P ROTOCOLS
An ad hoc networks is a special type of wireless network. Compared to wired transmission media (e.g. cable), wireless transmission media (e.g. radio frequencies) form less
stable network. In this chapter, practical issues affecting wireless networks will be discussed after an overviewing the physical characteristics of wireless media. Since the physical constraints of wireless media directly affect not only the performance of networks,
but also the design of medium access control (MAC) and routing protocols, the physical
characteristics of wireless media need to be clearly understood.

4.1 Antennas and Radio Propagation
An antenna is defined as an electrical conductor that is used either for radiating electromagnetic energy or for collecting electromagnetic energy. Generally, the performance
of antennas can be characterized by their radiation patterns. An isotropic antenna [45] is
an idealized antenna that is known to produce the simplest pattern. Two idealized radiation
patterns of isotropic antennas are commonly used in ad hoc networks research: the omnidirectional antenna [45] and the directional antenna [45]. In Figure 4.1, the properties of
both are illustrated for 2-dimensional space. In Figure 4.1, the distance from the antenna to
a point within the radiation pattern is proportional to the radiated power from the antenna
in that direction. In the omnidirectional antenna in Figure 4.1 A, vectors A and B receive
equal radiated power. However, in the directional antenna in Figure 4.1 B, the radiated
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Figure 4.1: A: Omnidirectional antenna B: Directional antenna
power received by vector B is greater than that of vector A. In reality, the size of the radiation pattern is arbitrary. However, in ad hoc network research, it is commonly assumed that
an antenna is either omnidirectional or directional for simplicity.
A signal can traverse one of three modes: ground waves, sky waves, and line of sight
(LOS). Ground waves [46] are radio waves that follow the contour of the earth. Since the
ground is not a perfect electrical conductor, ground waves are attenuated as they travel.
An AM radio is a well-known example of ground wave propagation. Sky wave propagation [47] includes any of the modes that rely on refraction of the radio waves in the
ionosphere. Sky wave propagation is used for amateur radio, and international broadcasts
such as the BBC. Above 30 MHz, neither ground wave propagation nor sky wave propagation can be used since this frequency cannot be reflected by the ionosphere. Since the study
of ad hoc networks focuses on the the signals that are much higher than 30 MHz, LOS
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mode [48] is assumed to be used in the propagation model. Thus, a detailed discussion on
LOS will be provided in the next section.

4.2

Impairments and Fading in LOS
In wireless communication, impairments often occur between the transmitted signal

and the received signal. For example, a binary 1 at a transmitter may be transformed into a
binary 0 at a receiver or vice versa. This is called a bit error in digital signal communication.
These impairments are caused by the following:
• Attenuation: Attenuation is defined as the reduction in the signal strength (i.e., amplitude and intensity) with respect to the traversed distance over a transmission media.
In general, attenuation is measured in decibels per unit distance. In order to overcome the attenuation, a signal must have sufficient strength to allow the receiver to
correctly interpret the original signal. In addition, a signal should maintain a higher
level than the background noise for error avoidance.
• Free space loss: Free space loss is considered a special type of attenuation. Although
normal attenuation does not happen, transmitted signals are attenuated over long
distances due to the beam divergence and the inverse square law of electromagnetic
radiation. Free space power loss is proportional to the square of the distance between
the transmitter and receiver and is also proportional to the square of the frequency
of the radio signal. Hence, the power of a transmitter must be sufficient to send a
receivable signal to a suitably sensitive receiver.
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• Noise: In wireless communication, noise is defined as an unwanted signal inserted
somewhere between the transmitter and the receiver. Interference is the main type of
radio noise. Radio noise can be caused by virtually any electromagnetic source, from
lightning to man-made electronics, including the receiver itself. Transmitter power
must be increased to overcome radio noise over long distances.
• Atmospheric absorption: An additional loss between the transmitter and the receiver
is atmospheric absorption. This is a phenomenon where electromagnetic energy is
absorbed by a substance in the atmosphere such as water vapor and oxygen.
• Multi-path: In wireless communications, multi-path is a propagation phenomenon
where a radio signal reaches the receiving antenna by two or more paths. This
happens due to atmospheric ducting, ionospheric reflection and refraction, reflection
from terrestrial objects, and diffraction at the edge of an impenetrable object.
In addition to impairments, fading is one of the most challenging issues in wireless
communication engineering. Fading refers to the time variation of the received signal
power caused by changes in the transmission medium or path(s). The most common types
of fading are slow fading and fast fading:
• Slow Fading [49]: Shadowing or large-scale fading is a kind of fading caused by
larger movements of a mobile node or obstructions within the propagation environment.
• Fast Fading [49]: Multi-path fading or small-scale fading is a kind of fading that
occurrs due to small movements of a mobile node.
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In this section, a brief overview of the physical constraints that affect wireless radio
systems has been described. The wireless medium is often unstable due to impairments or
fading, which leads to considerable research efforts aimed at the design of better wireless
MAC and routing protocols.

4.3 General Issues in Wireless Medium Access Control
In ad hoc networks, the absence of any centralized infrastructure makes the design of
a MAC protocol even more difficult. Two general issues in the design of MAC protocols
are the hidden terminal problem and the exposed terminal problem. In this section, after
the brief overview of two issues common approaches to dealing with these problems will
be discussed.

4.3.1

The Hidden Terminal and The Exposed Terminal Problems

Hidden terminals [50] in a wireless network refer to nodes which are out of range of
other nodes or a collection of nodes. For instance, in Figure 4.2 A, nodes C and D are
hidden terminals with respect to a node A. Within a given transmission range, nodes may
also interfere with each other. Suppose that node A is now transmitting data packets to node
B by utilizing carrier sense multiple access (CSMA), as depicted in Figure 4.2 A. If node
C senses the medium, it may falsely conclude that it should start transmitting data packets
to a node B. This will cause interference at node B. The problem that a node is not able to
detect potential collisions or interferences because it is out of transmission range is known
as a hidden terminal problem. Figure 4.2 B shows the reverse situation, which is referred
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Figure 4.2: Hidden Terminal Problem and Exposed Terminal Problem
to as an exposed terminal problem [51]. Suppose that node B is transmitting data packets
to node A. Since node C is in close proximity to node B, it will falsely conclude that it
cannot transmit data packets to node D. These two problems are the most basic problems
that should be avoided during the design of wireless MAC protocols.

4.3.2

The Near-Far Problem and The Capture Effect

The near-far problem [52] is common in wireless communication. Suppose that two
transmitters generate signals simultaneously at equal powers. The receiver will receive
more power from the nearer transmitter due to the inverse square law. Since the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of the farther transmitter is lower than that of the nearer transmitter, a
receiver cannot correctly detect the signal from the farther transmitter. This phenomenon
is called the near-far problem.
In addition, the capture effect [53] is another phenomenon in wireless communication.
This happens with frequency modulation (FM) such that only the stronger of two signals at
or near the same frequency will be demodulated.
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4.3.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access With Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA)
In place of the carrier sense multiple access / collision detection (CSMA/CD) adopted
in the IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) standard, carrier sense multiple access / collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) [54] is adopted by the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN standard. The basic elements of CSMA/CA are as follows: interframe spacing (IFS), contention window (CW),
and a backoff counter. The CW intervals are used for contention and transmission of the
packet frames. The IFS is used as an interval between two CW intervals. The backoff
counter is used to organized the back-off procedure for transmission of packets.
In addition, IEEE 802.11 WLAN includes an additional scheme to avoid collisions or
interferences in advance, namely a request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) mechanism. Before transmitting data packets, a transmitter sends a short control packet (called
an RTS packet) that identifies the source address, destination address, and the length of the
data packets. A receiver responds with a CTS packet specifying whether a medium is free
or not.

4.4 Practical Issues
In the previous sections of this chapter, the difficulties and constraints of wireless media have been discussed at the physical and MAC layers. In addition, common approaches
to avoid those limitation have also been discussed. However, wireless ad hoc networks still
demand better solution to overcome those constraints bearing in mind the practical considerations involved in wireless networks. Thus, this dissertation considers two more detailed
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and complicated practical issues with respect to the improvement of network performance.
Although the protocols and the schemes proposed here have been devised for the improvement of a network layer, this should be done as part of the cross layer design in ad hoc
networks.
In wireless ad hoc networks, discovering and establishing a route incur a cost. This
directly impacts on the network performance with respect to the throughput, successful
delivery rate, number of successfully established connections, and delay. In particular,
if each link among the nodes is unstable, the procedure for discovering and establishing
a new route must be repeated whenever it is requested. In reality, many obstacles and
nodal movements lead to the temporary link disruptions due to the reasons discussed in
previous sections. However, most existing routing protocols do not consider that situation.
Hence, for temporary link disruptions, most routing protocols must repeat the procedure
multiple times, resulting in the degradation of overall network performance. Thus, in this
dissertation, a disruption tolerant geographic routing protocol is introduced in Chapter 5.
Another practical issue is encountered for wireless mesh networks (WMNs). In WMNs,
each node has multi-radio (or multi-antenna). As a community network, a WMN should
support more end-users (referred to as mesh clients). In such an environment, interference
is a major reason that degrades the network performance. In general, however, most routing
protocols in WMNs do not consider the fact that signal strength is diminished by distance
(i.e., the inverse square law). In addition, the physical properties of wireless radios, such as
their transmission range, maximum transmission rate, and the number of distinct channels
are also simply ignored in most studies of multi-radio and multi-channel WMNs. Thus, in
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Chapter 6, a new cost aware route selection (CARS) that considers the physical characteristics of radios and wireless media as much as possible is introduced.
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C HAPTER 5
D ISRUPTION T OLERANT G EOGRAPHIC ROUTING (DTGR)
Ad hoc networks are formed by a collection of wireless mobile nodes. These networks
assume no availability of an established infrastructure or centralized administration, and
consist of dynamic wireless links, i.e., new links are constructed and existing links are
destroyed or disrupted. The disruptions of the wireless links can either last for a long time,
e.g., due to severe network conditions such as an earthquake, on a battlefield, etc.; or only
for a short period of time, e.g., due to obstructions in between the communicating nodes.
We define the latter as temporary disruptions. Temporary disruptions may occur frequently
in ad hoc networks for the following reasons:
• Obstructions present between a sender and a receiver - Obstructions can be stationary
or mobile. For instance, a network constructed by vehicles with mounted communication devices may get temporarily disrupted due to the presence of tall buildings.
• Node mobility - Due to mobility, a node j may temporarily move out of the transmission range of its neighboring node i and then move back within the transmission
range. This is especially true if j is at the edge of the coverage area of node i.
• Beacon collisions - In many wireless networks, nodes use beacons to validate the
availability of a link. Unfortunately, since beacons are commonly exchanged through
a shared and uncoordinated channel, the repeated collisions of a beacon from node
j with the beacons from other nodes in its vicinity may give its neighboring node
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i the wrong impression that the link is down even when it is still up. In general,
the increase in probability that a beacon will collide is directly proportional to the
increase in node density.
• Noises introduced by other wireless devices - Many wireless technologies, such as
IEEE 802.11b and Bluetooth, share the same wireless spectrum. When devices based
on different wireless technologies are placed in close range, they tend to interfere
with each other. In addition, home/office appliances such as microwave ovens and
cordless phones can also generate interference when they are in operation.
Temporary disruptions can affect a node’s perception of the status of the links between
itself and its neighbors. At any given time, the state of a link between two neighboring
nodes can be represented by a binary value of 1 or 0, with 1 indicating that the link is up
and, thus, the neighbor is reachable, and 0 indicating that the link is down and, thus, the
neighbor is unreachable.1
Due to temporary disruptions, the state of a link connecting two nodes can toggle
between 1 and 0, where the exact value may not be perceived correctly by the nodes. This
is because, in most wireless networks, a node senses its link availability through beacon
sampling. If the node receives a beacon from a neighbor, it considers that the state of
the link to that neighbor is 1 and, thus, the neighbor can be used for packet forwarding.
If a node does not receive a beacon from a neighbor within a certain period of time, it
concludes that the state of the link to that neighbor is 0 and does not consider the neighbor
1

With the state of a link as 1, we do not imply that the transmission error rate of the link is 0, but that the
error rate is small enough for the nodes to directly communicate.
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for packet forwarding. Although inexpensive, beacon sampling can be misleading because
links determined as down may actually be up (e.g., due to beacon collisions) or become up
(e.g., due to node mobility) before a node can perceive them.
Due to the incorrect perception of a node about its neighbor set, a neighbor considered
by a node as unreachable might actually be reachable. We refer to such neighbors (and
the corresponding links) as unstable neighbors (links). U nstable neighbors cannot be
captured by the simple binary 0/1 neighbor set categorization used by the current positionbased routing algorithms. In these algorithms, each node i constructs (and maintains) a
neighbor table that contains only those neighbors that i perceives as reachable. In order
to construct a neighbor table as accurately as possible, these algorithms usually consider
unstable neighbors as being unreachable and, thus, do not store them in the neighbor table.
In this chapter, we investigate the effect of node’s wrong perception about its neighbor set (in particular, the effect of excluding unstable neighbors in packet forwarding) on
the performance of position-based routing algorithms. Since in these algorithms, a node
chooses its next hop for packet forwarding solely based on the nodes presented in its neighbor table, we first show, with the help of examples, that not involving unstable neighbors
in the decision may either degrade the routing performance of these algorithms or, even
worse, render the network disconnected.
We thus propose that node packet forwarding decisions should not completely rule
out unstable neighbors. However, because such neighbors have a high probability of being
unreachable, they should be considered as alternatives when depending on only stable
neighbors might result in packet dropping or inefficient routing. We propose associating
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each link (neighbor) with a reachability value to accommodate the possible incorrect perception of the node about the state of the link. Associating a reachability value to each
neighbor allows a forwarding node to choose from unstable neighbors for packet forwarding when a packet cannot be forwarded to any of the stable neighbors.
To illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed scheme, we apply it to Greedy Perimeter
Stateless Routing (GPSR) [55], a well-known position-based routing algorithm, and design
two new routing algorithms, Disruption Tolerant Geographic Routing-Simple Forwarding (DTGR-SF) and Disruption Tolerant Geographic Routing-Waiting before Forwarding
(DTGR-WF), in which nodes utilize reachability values to make forwarding decisions. We
compare the performances of the new routing algorithms with the of GPSR in terms of
packet delivery success ratio and packet delivery latency. Through simulations, we show
that our schemes achieve better performances than GPSR in cases where disruptions are
involved; and in network conditions where GPSR has shown to yield higher packet delivery success ratio and lower average packet delivery latency than other existing routing
protocols, our schemes achieve the same high packet delivery success ratio as GPSR with
reduced average packet delivery latency.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 presents literature
review; Section 5.2 presents motivation and problem statement; Section 5.3 presents our
proposed scheme for link reachability value computation; Section 5.4 applies reachability
value to GPSR and presents routing algorithms DTGR-SF and DTGR-WF. Simulation set
up and results are shown in Section 5.5.
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5.1

Survey of Existing Disruption Tolerant Routing Protocols
Routing in wireless networks in the presence of disruptions can be categorized into

two types. The first type is routing under severe network failures, where the network disconnection or disruption is not temporary, but can last for a significant period of time. An
example of such networks can be sparse networks composed of mobile robots participating in rescue tasks after an earthquake. Schemes such as Disruption Tolerant Networking
(DTN) [56], message ferrying [57], and MV routing [58] fall into this category. To enable
communication between disconnected peers under severe network disruptions,, approaches
proposed so far require additional capacity and functionality of the peers and/or new relay
devices to be deployed in these networks. For example, in [56], mobiles nodes are required
to have large storage and power capacity so that messages can be transferred using store
and forwarding. In message ferrying schemes proposed by Zhao et al., special mobile devices, referred as ferries are required to travel along predictable routes within the network
so that disconnected peers can adjust their movements to meet with the ferries for message
upload and download, while in [58], mobile ferries adjust their movements to meet the
routing demand of disconnected peers.
The second type is routing under normal conditions, where the network disconnection or disruption is frequent yet temporary. An example of such networks can be ad hoc
networks that are temporarily disconnected due to node movements. Topology-based and
position-based routing schemes fall into this category.
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In topology-based algorithms, an end-to-end path must be constructed either proactively [22] or on demand [28, 31] before the packet is sent from the source. In case of
link disruptions, a new path needs to be discovered and updated information needs to be
flooded in the network. The resultant overhead makes these algorithms unscalable as the
network size increases and less adaptive as the network becomes more dynamic. A survey
of topology-based routing algorithms can be found in [59].
On the other hand, using position-based routing protocols such as GPSR, each node
makes routing decisions strictly based on its own location, the location of its neighbors,
and the location of the destination. Since these protocols do not need to maintain routing
table and only require local re-routing in case of link disruptions, they are inherently more
robust to network topology changes and scale better as the network size increases than
topology-based routing algorithms.
In one recent study [60], assuming that each sensor node knows the packet reception
rate (PRR) as well as the locations of its neighbors, the authors propose blacklisting which
rules out unreliable neighbors (neighbors whose PRR is below certain value) before making greedy forwarding decision. Since ruling out of neighbors should not disconnect the
network, blacklisting is only applicable in networks with high node density.
GPSR is a well-known position-based routing algorithm that combines two forwarding methods - greedy forwarding and perimeter routing. Greedy forwarding allows a packet
to be forwarded to the neighbor geographically closest to the destination, while perimeter
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routing allows a packet to circumvent a void when there is no neighbor closer to the destination than the current forwarding node. In GPSR, each node actively maintains the following
information:
• Its own geographic position obtained through either GPS [55] or other techniques [61];
• A neighbor table containing the addresses and geographic locations of its neighbors;
and
• A subset of neighbors that form a planar subgraph. Some planarized graphs, such
as Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG) and Gabriel Graph (GG) can be constructed
by each node locally using only the geographic locations of its neighbors. The planar
subgraph is required by perimeter routing to route the packet out of a void.
A packet in GPSR can be in either greedy mode or perimeter mode. When a node
has a packet to send in greedy mode, it inserts the destination location (obtained through
a location service [62]) inside the packet, sets the packet into greedy mode, and forwards
it using greedy forwarding. If the packet cannot be forwarded in greedy mode due to
the presence of a void, the node employs perimeter routing and forwards the packet in
perimeter mode.
In perimeter routing, each forwarding node applies righthand rule to select the next
hop so the packet can traverse along planar faces that converge toward the destination. The
packet remains in perimeter mode until it reaches a node i closer to the destination than the
node where the perimeter forwarding started. In this case, i sets the packet back to greedy
mode and starts greedy forwarding procedure. The routing of the packet is terminated when
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Figure 5.1: GPSR packet routing example, where S is the source node and D is the
destination node. The solid line indicates that the packet is forwarded using greedy forwarding, and the dotted line indicates that the packet is forwarded using perimeter routing
the packet reaches the destination or when there is no neighbor to which the packet can be
forwarded using either of the above two methods, in which case, the forwarding node drops
the packet. Please refer to Fig. A.1 for GPSR routing algorithm.
The greedy forwarding and perimeter routing procedures briefly described above are
shown with the help of Fig. 5.1. Source node S first forwards the packet in greedy mode
to i, which has no neighbor closer to D than itself, and hence i sets the packet in perimeter
mode and sends it to k. When the packet reaches k, which is closer to D than i, k sets the
packet back to greedy mode and forwards it to l using greedy forwarding, which in turn
forwards the packet to the destination D.
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5.2

Motivation and Problem Statement

5.2.1 Motivation
As in position-based algorithms, each node selects the next hop for packet forwarding
solely from nodes stored in its neighbor table, the correctness of the neighbor table is
crucial in determining the performance of these algorithms. In general, the construction
and maintenance of the neighbor table are through a simple beacon sampling mechanism:
each node periodically broadcasts beacons to its neighbors to announce its ID (e.g., IP
address) and location. When a node i receives a beacon from a node j, i stores j’s ID and
location in its neighbor table. If i does not receive a beacon from its neighbor j within
a time-out interval T , where T is a multiple of beacon interval B, i concludes that j is
unreachable and, thus, immediately removes j from its neighbor table. Sometimes node
i’s own perception that neighbor j is unreachable may not be correct. This is because
neighbors usually contend with each other to send beacons over a shared channel [63], and
hence, the beacon from a neighbor j can be lost due to the collision with other beacons even
if j is indeed reachable. The results presented by Huang et al. in [64] further illustrates
the above problem. Through analysis and simulation, the authors showed that in IEEE
802.11 ad hoc networks, where all nodes are neighbors of each other, the probability that
a specific node successfully sends a beacon in one beacon interval is low even in a small
network, e.g., 19.7% for a network of five nodes; and the probability decreases fast as the
network size increases, e.g., 4% for a network of twenty five nodes. Given a network with
twenty five nodes, even if we set the neighbor time-out interval T to be as long as twenty
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beacon intervals, the probability that a reachable neighbor is incorrectly considered as
unreachable is still as high as (1 − 4%)20 = 44.2%. The beacon loss ratio is expected to
be much higher if we take the transmission of data packets into consideration. The link
disruptions resulting from background noise, multipath fading, and obstructions such as
moving objects, etc. further worsen the situation.

5.2.2

Definitions and Problem Statement

We consider a large-scale mobile ad hoc network in a 2- D coordinate plane. All
nodes are assumed to have the same transmission range R. A link e(i, j) exists between
two nodes i and j if and only if the Euclidean distance, dist(i, j), between them is less than
or equal to R. Nodes i and j are neighbors if e(i, j) exists. The set of nodes and links are
represented by sets V and E, respectively and the resultant undirected graph is represented
by G, where G = (V, E). We use si,j to denote the state of e(i, j), where si,j ∈ {0, 1}.
The value 1 indicates that nodes i and j can directly communicate with each other, and 0
indicates that i and j can not directly communicate with each other. We use pi,j to denote
the state of e(i, j) perceived by the node i through beacon sampling, where pi,j ∈ {0, 1}.
pi,j = 1 indicates that i perceives the state of e(i, j) is 1 and thus j is reachable, and pi,j
= 0 indicates otherwise.2 A node i has an incorrect perception of the state of the link
e(i, j) iff pi,j 6= si,j , e.g., si,j = 0 and pi,j = 1, or si,j = 1 and pi,j = 0, with the latter
being the focus of the study in this chapter. Temporary disruptions in conjunction with
beacon sampling may result in the incorrect perception by a node about its neighbor set.
2

Note that (i) both si,j and pi,j may change as time varies and (ii) pi,j can be different from pj,i .
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The incorrect perception of a node about its neighbor set may result in the removal of a
reachable neighbor from the neighbor set of the node, which in turn, may adversely affect
the performance of position-based routing algorithms in terms of packet delivery success
ratio and packet delivery latency. To address the above problem, our goal is to propose
a scheme that (i) improves the performance of position-based routing algorithms in the
presence of temporary disruptions; (ii) does not compromise the overall packet delivery
success ratio and packet delivery latency in networks with no or few temporary disruptions;
and (iii) introduces minimal overhead in terms of space and time requirements.

5.3

Reachability Value Computation Scheme
To achieve the above goal, we propose assigning a reachability value for each link

e(i, j). In this section, we first present our scheme for computing the reachability value for
a link. We then present how to construct the neighbor table using the computed reachability
values.
Each node i associates a link between itself and its neighbor j with a value ri,j ∈ [0, 1],
which represents the stability metric of the link as perceived by node i.3 For each node i, a
link e(i, j) is stable if e(i, j) ∈ E and ri,j = 1, or unstable if e(i, j) ∈ E and rthreshold ≤
ri,j < 1, where rthreshold is a constant between (0, 1). The link e(i, j) is considered as
unreachable if 0 ≤ ri,j < rthreshold . For each node i, a neighbor j is stable if e(i, j) is
stable, unstable if e(i, j) is unstable, and unreachable if e(i, j) is unreachable.
3

Note that (i) ri,j may change as time varies and (ii) ri,j can be different from rj,i .
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Since unstable neighbors have higher probability of being actually unreachable than
stable neighbors, they should be considered with lower priority than stable neighbors when
a node makes forwarding decisions. These unstable neighbors should be utilized only as
alternatives when selecting next hop from only stable neighbors might force the routing
algorithm to drop the packet or to route the packet inefficiently. Associating each neighbor
with a reachability value allows a node to efficiently utilize both stable neighbors as well
as unstable neighbors in packet forwarding.
Each node i, in addition to storing the address and location of each of its neighbor
j, also maintains j 0 s reachability value in the neighbor table. Node i uses beacons to
approximate ri,j as follows

rbi,j =



 1,

if l ≤ T


 max(1 − 2(l−T ) × 0.1, 0), otherwise.

where T is a given constant representing the time-out interval, l is defined as the
number of consecutive beacon intervals during which node i has not received a beacon
from j. If node i has received at least one beacon from j in the last T beacon intervals, i
assigns j a reachability value of 1. Otherwise, starting from the (T + 1)th beacon interval,
i decreases rbi,j exponentially. We achieve this by exponentially increasing the value by
which rbi,j is decreased. When the reachability value of neighbor j is below rthreshold , i
removes j from its neighbor table. For example, if l = 5 and T = 3, then rbi,j = 0.6. If
rthreshold is set as 0.6 and after another one beacon interval (l = 6), i has not received a
beacon from j, then rbi,j = 0.2 and i removes j from its routing table. Notice that if i
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receives at least one beacon from an unstable node j or from a new node, i assigns that
node a reachability value of 1.

5.4

Application: GPSR
The removal of a reachable neighbor may prevent the position-based routing algo-

rithms from choosing an efficient neighbor for packet forwarding. In this section, using
GPSR as an example, we first identify the possible scenarios where the performance of
position-based routing algorithms is compromised due to the removal of a reachable neighbor from the neighbor table. We then apply a link reachability scheme on GPSR and present
the resultant Disruption Tolerant Geographic Routing algorithms.

5.4.1 Adverse Effect of the Incorrect Removal of a Reachable Neighbor from the
Neighbor Table.
In both Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3, i is the forwarding node for a packet destined for node
D. si,j = 1 and pi,j = 0 and, thus, node j is a reachable neighbor of i, but i has removed
j from its neighbor table. The removal of j from the neighbor table causes i to either drop
the packet (as shown in Fig. 5.2) or to route the packet in perimeter mode (as shown in
Fig. 5.3). Dropping the packet requires the packet to be retransmitted, and forwarding the
packet in perimeter mode usually introduces a much longer route, higher packet delivery
latency, and a higher packet loss ratio than forwarding the packet to j in greedy mode.
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Figure 5.2: Dropping of a packet due to the removal of reachable neighbor j from i’s
neighbor table
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Figure 5.3: Inefficient perimeter routing of a packet destined for D due to the removal of
reachable neighbor j from i’s neighbor table
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5.4.2 Disruption Tolerant Geographic Routing (DTGR)
In DTGR, each node constructs and maintains its neighbor table as presented in Section 5.4. A node i selects a stable neighbor to whom it will forward the packet. It selects
unstable neighbors only under the following critical conditions:
• Before setting a greedy mode packet into perimeter mode. In GPSR, when a
greedy mode packet gets stuck at a node i that does not have a closer neighbor to
the destination, i sets the packet into perimeter mode and routes it along a planar
subgraph using the righthand rule. Although perimeter routing allows a packet to
recover from local maxima, it usually introduces longer routes, higher packet delivery latency, and a higher packet loss ratio, since nodes that can be reached via a
path with few hops might become far apart after planarization. In DTGR, we use
the reachability value to assist node i to continue forwarding the packet in greedy
mode. Thus when node i receives a packet m in greedy mode, i first tries to forward
m in greedy mode using neighbors with reachability value of 1, as shown in step1 of
DT GR Greedy.i.module in Fig. A.2. If all i’s neighbors with reachability value of
1 are further to the destination than i, then, instead of setting the packet into perimeter
routing mode immediately, i tries to select a neighbor from those with a reachability
value of less than 1 to continue forwarding the packet in greedy mode, as shown in
step2 of DT GR Greedy.i.module in Figure A.2.
• Before dropping a packet. In GPSR, a forwarding node i drops a packet when there
is no neighbor j to which i can forward the packet in either greedy mode or perimeter
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mode. In DTGR, instead of dropping the packet, forwarding node i tries to utilize the
unstable neighbors to forward the packet. In greedy mode, unstable neighbors will
be tried as described above. If no such unstable neighbors are available, i will try to
forward the packet in perimeter mode on the local planar subgraph constructed from
its stable neighbors. If the packet cannot be forwarded to any of the stable neighbors
in perimeter mode either, then instead of dropping the packet, i will first construct a
planar subgraph consisting of both stable and unstable nodes, and then forward the
packet in perimeter mode to an unstable node, if available.
• DTGR graph planarization. The routing of a packet out of the local maxima using
perimeter routing requires the removal of cross links from the underlying connectivity graph. In GPSR, each node has only one level local graph, i.e, the node maintains
local graph formed by links between the node and its stable neighbors only. Assuming that the underlying network is always connected, each node runs planarization
algorithms such as RNG or GG in a distributed manner to remove local cross links.
However, in a network where temporary link disruptions occur frequently, the underlying network constructed only by stable nodes and links might not be connected all
the time, and thus, the resultant planar subgraph also might not be connected, which
may result in packet dropping (see Fig 5.2(b)).
In DTGR, each node has at least two level local graphs: the first level is formed by
links between the node and its stable neighbors (neighbors with rbi,j = 1), and the
second level by the links between the node and all its neighbors with rthreshold ≤
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rbi,j < 1, and thus two level planar subgraphs. After determining that a packet (either
in greedy mode or perimeter mode) has to be forwarded in perimeter mode, the node
first checks if there exists a next hop neighbor, by applying the right-hand rule on
the first level planar subgraph as shown in step2 of DT GR Greedy.i.M odule and
step2 of DT GR P erimeter.iM odule in Fig. A.2. If no such neighbor exists, the
node then tries to select the next hop neighbor by applying the right-hand rule on the
second level planar subgraph as shown in step4 of DT GR Greedy.i.M odule and
step3 of DT GR P erimeter.iM odule in Fig. A.2. Since (i) long links have high
probability of being unstable; and (ii) both RNG and GG favor shorter links than
longer ones, the probability that a stable cross link is removed due to short unstable
links is low.

5.4.3 Schemes for Forwarding a Packet to a Selected Unstable Neighbor
Once node i has selected an unstable neighbor j to which it will forward the packet,
it can utilize the following forwarding schemes:
• Simple forwarding (DTGR-SF): In this scheme, i forwards the packet to j immediately after j is selected.
• Wait before forwarding (DTGR-WF): In this scheme, i waits for a certain time
twait before forwarding the packet to j. After twait , i checks if there is a better
candidate k than j, e.g., a stable neighbor to which the packet can be forwarded in
greedy mode, and forwards the packet to k accordingly. Otherwise, i forwards the
packet to j.
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In the above two schemes, if node i could not forward the packet to j successfully, i
selects another node to whom it can forward the packet. If i fails to forward the packet to
this node too, i drops the packet.
DTGR-SF is simpler to implement and introduces no extra delay, yet it might result in a lower packet forwarding success ratio due to its best effort property. DTGR-WF
should yield a higher packet delivery success ratio while introducing longer packet delivery latency, since it waits for a certain time for a stable neighbor to be available before
forwarding the packet to the selected unstable neighbor.

5.5

Simulation Result and Analysis

5.5.1

Simulation Setting and Parameter Consideration

Both DTGR-SF and DTGR-WF are implemented in Network Simulator (NS) [65]
and their performance is compared with GPSR using the wireless extensions provided by
[66] under various models of disruption, traffic, mobility, network density, and topology.
The performance metrics used are (i) packet delivery success ratio, which is defined as the
ratio of the total number of packets received by all destinations in the network over the
total number of packets sent by all sources in the network; and (ii) average packet delivery
latency, which is defined as the average delivery time of all packets that are successfully
received by all destinations in the network. In the following part of this section, we present
the implementation of DTGR Routing Agent, various Timers, the temporary link disruption
simulation model, various simulation configurations, and the simulation results.
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DTGR routing protocol is implemented as an Agent in NS. When a node (implemented
as an MobileNode object in NS) receives a packet, it passes the packet to its DTGR Routing
Agent. The Routing Agent handles the packet based on the type and forwarding mode of
the packet, and the current routing algorithm type (passed from the simulation TCL file).
For example, if the packet is a broadcast packet, then the Routing Agent will forward the
packet to all its neighbors in the neighbor table, if it is a unicast packet and the node is
not the packets destination, then the Routing Agent selects a neighbor as the next hop for
packet forwarding based on the packets current forwarding mode, the forwarding nodes
own location, the packet destination location, as well as the location and reachability of
each of the neighbors of the current forwarding node.
Timers in NS are used to schedule events, please refer to chapter 11 of NS document [65] for more detailed explanation of the usage of Timers. Several important Timers
implemented in DTGR are: 1) Beacon Timer, which is used by a node to schedule the
next beacon event, 2) Neighbor time out Timer, which is used to fire the neighbor removal
event, and 3) DTGR-WF timer, which is used by DTGR-WF to fire the next hop neighbor
selection event if an unstable neighbor is selected.
To simulate temporary link disruptions resulting from obstructions, noises, and beacon collisions, each mobile node is configured with a multistate error model, where each
nodes state is either on (0 packet loss ratio) or of f (100% packet loss ratio) at various
periods. The on and of f time durations follow the normal distribution. The link-based
error model is not used, since, as far as we know, NS does not have a link object to support this function in the wireless network setting. For each simulation setup, three different
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randomly-generated motion patterns and topologies are run, and the average of their performance is calculated as our final result.
In all of the simulations, the time-out interval T is 4.5B, where B is the beacon interval. Similar as in [55], each beacon’s transmission is jittered by 50% of the beacon
interval B in order to avoid possible neighbor beacon synchronization. The random waypoint model [67] is used to simulate node mobility. The value of rthreshold is 0.6.4

5.5.2 Networks with Temporary Disruptions Resulting from Obstructions, Noises or
Beacon Collisions
The simulations are performed in both static and mobile networks with 50 nodes randomly placed in a 1500 × 600 rectangular area. In the mobile networks, the maximum
speed of each node is 30m/s. For both static and mobile network settings, the beacon interval is 0.8s and the twait of DTGR-WF is 1.6s. Each simulation is run for 500s, during
which 15 CBR sources transmit 64B packets at 1Kb/s. In all simulations, each node is
periodically on and of f at varying start times. The average on time is fixed as 20s with
a standard deviation of 5s. The average of f time varies from 2.0s to 3.5s, with a fixed
standard deviation of 0.5s.
Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 show the performance of both DTGR-WF and GPSR in a static
network when the average node of f duration is varied.5 Fig. 5.4 shows that as node of f
4

Note that in our simulations, we fix rthreshold to 0.6 as it shows the best performance in most of our
simulation settings. It’s value should be adjusted based on different network settings such as node density,
speed and the various disruption models.
5
Note that the performance of DTGR-SF is not shown in Fig. 5.4 - Fig. 5.7 because compared with
DTGR-WF, DTGR-SF’s performance gain over GPSR is trivial.
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duration increases, the packet delivery success ratio of both schemes decreases. However,
compared with GPSR, DTGR-WF achieves a much higher packet delivery success ratio
under all cases. For example, when the average node failure time is 2s, the delivery success
ratio of DTGR-WF is 86.8%, which is 34.2% higher than that of GPSR. Also, the performance of DTGR-WF degrades more gracefully than DTGR-SF; thus, DTGR-WF is more
resistant to temporary network disruptions. Fig. 5.5 shows that DTGR-WF has a longer
average delivery latency due to its wait and forwarding property.
Fig. 5.6 shows the performance of the schemes in a dynamic network, in which each
node moves at a maximum speed of 30m/s. Here the packet delivery success ratio has
the same trend as that in the static network, with DTGR-WF showing a significant gain
over GPSR. As shown in Fig. 5.7, (i) the delivery latency obtained from both schemes is
higher than that found in the static network and (ii) the delivery latency of DTGR-WF is
comparable to that of GPSR due to the possible reason that when nodes are mobile, the
extra wait time of DTGR-WF allows a new stable neighbor to be used for forwarding the
packet in greedy mode.

5.5.3 Networks with Temporary Disruptions Resulting from Node Mobility
We are also interested in finding out how these protocols perform in a sparse network
as the degree of node mobility increases. The disruptions in such networks can be seen
as frequent link insertions and deletions resulting from the frequent joining and leaving of
neighbors. In a sparse network, designing a routing protocol to be resilient to high random
mobility is more challenging as each node has a small neighbor set. The simulations are
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Figure 5.4: Packet delivery success ratio under different node failure durations in a static
network
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Figure 5.5: Packet delivery latency under different node failure durations in a static network
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set such that there is a pause time of 0s, 50 nodes move randomly in a 1340 × 1340 grid,
and there are 5 neighbors/node on average. Each simulation lasts 900s, during which 30
CBR sources transmit 64B packets at 2Kbps. The beacon interval is 1s and the twait in
DTGR-WF is 2s. We do not count the packets dropped by the sender at the beginning of
the simulation when all nodes are stationary, because the low density of the network can
easily result in a situation where the sender is truly an isolated node.
Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 show the performance of the various schemes as the maximum
speed of the node varies. Again, DTGR-WF exhibits a higher packet delivery success ratio compared to GPSR and DTGR-SF. DTGR-WF has an average gain of 37% over GPSR.
The packet delivery success ratio of DTGR-SF lies between those of DTGR-WF and GPSR,
with an average gain of 14.5% over that of GPSR. For example, at 40m/s, the packet delivery success ratio is 69.1% , 55.5%, and 49.1% for DTGR-WF, DTGR-SF, and GPSR,
respectively. The performance gain of DTGR-WF over GPSR is 40.7% and the performance gain of DTGR-WF over DTGR-SF is 24.5%. As for the data delivery latency, it
is interesting that, despite the extra 2.0s that DTGR-WF might spend before forwarding a
packet, it achieves the lowest average latency in almost all cases. GPSR, on the other hand,
has the highest average latency. DTGR-SFs performance falls between those of DTGR-WF
and GPSR. DTGR-WF has better performance than the other schemes because new nodes
may become neighbors of a DTGR-WF forwarding node during the wait period, thus allowing the packet to be routed in greedy mode. In other words, DTGR-WF allows the
packet to be routed using a smaller number of hops, thus results in lower latency.
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5.5.4 Networks with Fewer Occurrences of Disruptions
The above results indicate that DTGR-SF and DTGR-WF perform better than GPSR
when disruptions are caused either by temporary node unreachability or by frequent link
insertions and deletions. Next we investigate how these protocols perform in the same
settings as those used in [55], in which GPSR has been shown to provide a higher packet
delivery success ratio and a lower latency than other ad hoc routing protocols. As was the
case in [55], we randomly place 50 nodes in a grid of size 1500 × 300 (20 neighbors/node
on average), where each node moves with a maximum speed of 20m/s, the beacon interval
is set as 1.5s, and the twait in DTGR-WF is set as 3.0s. Each simulation has 30 CBR flows
originating from 22 source nodes. In addition to the 0-, 60-, and 120s pause times used in
[55], we also include 300-, 600-, and 900s pause times. Each simulation lasts for 900s.
Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.10 present the packet delivery success ratio and delivery latency.
Table 5.1 reveals that all three schemes show similar packet delivery success ratios of near
100%. In terms of the data delivery latency, DTGR-SF yields the lowest latency, followed
by DTGR-WF and GPSR. This is because (i) in a dense network where each node has an
average of 20 neighbors and temporary disruptions are not considered, the possibility
that a packet gets stuck in a local maxima is rare, thus allowing a packet to be forwarded
in greedy mode most of the time; and (ii) the high node density increases the possibility
that beacons from a reachable neighbor will collide with other beacons. In this case, GPSR
removes the neighbor from the neighbor table, while DTGR-SF and DTGR-WF keep the
neighbor in the neighbor table with a low reachability value so that it can still be used to
forward packets in greedy mode.
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Pause time(s)
0
10
20
30
40
50

GPSR
98.65
99.08
95.90
99.59
99.66
99.98

DTGR-SF
98.91
99.14
96.12
99.58
99.71
99.98

DTGR-WF
98.46
99.16
96.33
99.51
99.63
99.98

Table 5.1: Packet delivery success ratio (%) in networks with fewer occurrences disruptions
5.5.5 Discussions
In comparison with GPSR, the higher packet delivery success ratio of DTGR incurs
the following overhead: (i) higher storage cost because of the larger number of entries
stored in the neighbor table; and (ii) possible longer delivery latency when DTGR-WF is
used. The above overhead is justifiable because:
• Similar to GPSR, DTGR is nearly stateless, in the sense that with DTGR, each node
only stores in the neighbor table the location and address of each of its neighbors. If
we use sixteen bytes to store each neighbor (eight bytes floating point values for position coordinates, four bytes for address, and four bytes for reachability value), then
the storage space required for a 100-entry neighbor table is only 1.6 KB. Considering
that a network with twenty neighbors per node is already very dense[55], we believe
that the extra storage space required for unstable neighbors is negligible.
• The extra wait time of DTGR-WF before forwarding the packet to an unstable neighbor might result in longer average packet delivery latency. As shown in Fig.5.5, when
the disruptions are due to obstructions, beacon collisions, etc., the average packet
delivery latency of DTGR-WF is higher than that of GPSR. However, under some
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cases, for example, when the network is sparse and the nodes are mobile, the average
packet delivery latency of DTGR-WF is the lowest, as shown in Fig.5.9, This might
be due to the fact that the extra wait time of DTGR-WF allows a new stable neighbor
to be used for forwarding the packet in greedy mode. Also, it is worth mentioning
again that in DTGR-WF, unstable neighbors are considered only under critical conditions when considering reliable neighbors only might result in packet dropping or
inefficient routing.

5.6

Summary
In this chapter, we showed that temporary link disruptions in conjunction with neigh-

bor table construction via beacon sampling can result in an incorrect perception by a node
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about its neighbor set, which, in turn, can adversely affect the performance of positionbased routing protocols. We then proposed a scheme that allows each node to associate each
of its neighbors with a reachability value to accommodate the incorrect perception.We designed two new routing algorithms, Disruption Tolerant Geographic Routing-Simple Forwarding (DTGR-SF) and Disruption Tolerant Geographic Routing- Waiting before Forwarding (DTGR-WF), in which nodes utilize reachability values to make forwarding decisions. We compared the performances of DTGR-SF and DTGR-WF with that of GPSR in
various simulation settings.
Some key results are that: (i) when temporary disruptions due to obstructions, beacon
collisions, etc., are present, DTGR-WF performs significantly better than GPSR in terms of
the packet delivery success ratio with the tradeoff of the increased packet delivery latency.
For example, in network settings where nodes are static, DTGR-WF achieves an average
46.8% higher packet delivery success ratio than GPSR; (ii) when temporary disruptions
due to node mobility are present, DTGR-WF performs the best in terms of packet success
ratio with an average gain of 37% over GPSR and 20% over DTGR-SF. It also achieves the
lowest average latency in almost all the cases. GPSR achieves the lowest packet delivery
success ratio as well as the highest packet delivery latency; and (iii) in network conditions
where GPSR has shown to yield higher packet delivery success ratio and lower average
packet delivery latency than existing routing protocols, our schemes achieve the same high
packet delivery success ratio as GPSR with reduced average packet delivery latency. Some
directions we are currently exploring are: (i) investigating the relationship between various
types of link disruptions (e.g., non-deterministic fading models) and the performance of
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ad hoc and sensor network routing protocols; (ii) designing an adaptive algorithm that
constructs and maintains a neighbor set based on the current network conditions, e.g., node
density, mobility, etc.; and (iii) deriving the reachability function using the feedback from
link level information such as the packet loss ratio, etc.
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C HAPTER 6
C OST-AWARE ROUTE S ELECTION (CARS)
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have emerged as one of the most promising applications of ad hoc networks. By connecting inexpensive mesh routers with multiple radios
wirelessly, WMNs can quickly provide broadband networking infrastructure for large business enterprizes and bring Internet access to residence in rural areas. An example of WMNs
is depicted in Figure 6.1.
To take full advantage of WMNs, many research issues, such as backbone construction, cross-layer design, multi-channel MAC, and fault tolerance [68], are yet to be addressed. Among them, routing is perhaps one of the most important topics. At first glance,
since WMNs are considered as a special type of ad hoc network, it seems appropriate to
use one of the routing protocols originally developed for ad hoc networks [69] for WMNs.
However, such an approach overlooks the following three key differences between research
in WMNs and traditional ad hoc networks, and is thus likely to result in poor performance.
• Node classification - Traditional ad hoc networks are formed by nodes that are commonly assumed to be homogeneous in terms of the hardware/software configuration
and degree of mobility. In contrast, wireless mesh networks are composed of two
distinct types of nodes - mesh routers and mesh clients. Mesh routers, similar to
conventional wireless access points, are generally assumed to be built using inexpensive parts, to be stationary, and to be connected to an external power supply. Notice
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that most mesh routers are not connected directly to the wired backbone. If a mesh
router is connected to the wired backbone, we referred it as the gateway or gateway
mesh router in particular. The mesh clients, such as laptops and handheld PDAs with
wireless LAN [16] capability, run on their own batteries and move at moderate speed.
• Multiple antennas - To increase the capability of WMNs, mesh routers can be equipped
with multiple radio interfaces. Each interface can adopt one of the three wireless
standards: IEEE 802.11a [18], 802.11b [17], and 802.11g [19]. The different standards present distinct by different physical characteristics, particularly with regard
to their radio spectrum, transmission rate, and transmission radius. This immediately presents two challenges for the protocol design. First, the topology of WMNs
is no longer a simple graph. Depending on which radio interfaces are available, a
mesh router can have several different sets of neighbors. Second, the channels used
by different radio interfaces can interfere with each other if the portion of the radio
spectrum used by these interfaces overlap with each other.
• Adaptive transmission rate - In most research on ad hoc networks, the unit disk model
is used [70, 71]. In this model, the transmission rate between two nodes within a
predefined transmission range is assumed to be a constant. However, it is known
that the transmission rate between two wireless LAN entities can automatically step
down if the quality of the link between them degrades. For instance, depending on
the distance between two nodes, the transmission rate of a IEEE 802.11b link can be
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Figure 6.1: An Example of Wireless Mesh Network
either 11Mbps(0m - 50m), 5.5Mbps(51m - 62m), 2Mbps(62m - 68m), or 1Mbps(68m
- 85m) [72].
These differences further complicate the issue of routing in WMNs. In [73], it was
shown that finding the optimal route in a multi-radio WMN is NP-hard. As the first step
toward solving this problem, most previous proposals [73, 74, 75, 76, 77] suggested different metrics that can be used to help identify the best one out of a set of candidate routes.
It is expected that by using these metrics for route selection, the overall throughput of the
mesh network can be improved.
In this chapter, we propose a novel route selection scheme is proposed, namely CostAware Route Selection (CARS), for WMNs. Unlike the past route selection schemes,
which are primarily based on the quality of links in a route, the new scheme takes the
interference cost and traffic aggregation into consideration. By selecting the route with
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the best bandwidth and cost ratio from a set of candidates, the limited wireless resources
(i.e., the available channels for mesh routers) can be better utilized. This will automatically
lead to better overall network throughput. The simulation results show that the proposed
CARS scheme significantly improves the overall network throughput by more than 150%
in the case of burst traffic and the number of connections by more than 95% in the case of
constant bit rate traffic.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1 we review the
existing route metrics and route selection schemes for WMNs are required. The proposed
route metric and scheme are described in Section 6.2 and the simulation results and analysis
are provided in Section 6.3. Finally, the chapter concludes by summarizing the research and
pointing out the future research directions in Section 6.4.

6.1 Survey of Existing Route Selection Schemes in WMNs
Routing is one of the most fundamental issues in WMNs. In the past, several metrics
were proposed for multi-hop wireless networks in order to measure the quality of a route.
In [76], the Expected Transmission Count (ETX), which is based on link layer frame loss
rates, was used to locate a path with higher throughput in a multi-hop wireless network.
However, ETX does not take into account the bandwidth of links in a path. In addition,
ETX does not give preference to channel diversity.
In [78], a link quality source routing (LQSR) protocol was proposed which selects a
route according to a specified link quality metric. LQSR is an extension of the dynamic
source routing protocol [29]. In [78], three different link quality metrics: ETX, per-hop
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round-trip time, and per-hop packet pair, were evaluated and compared, along with LQSR.
However, LQSR was designed primarily for nodes with a single radio interface.
In [77], the authors promoted the uses of multiple radio interfaces at each mesh router
for the improvement of network capacity. Since then, most research on WMNs has adopted
this idea. However, while such configurations enable a mesh router to simultaneously
transmit and receive packets, it also complicates the selection of routes. It has been shown
that finding the optimal route for a given source-destination pair with the best radio and
channel in a multi-radio WMN is an NP-hard problem [73].
In [77], a multi-radio LQSR (MR-LQSR) was proposed for mesh routers with multiple radio interfaces. MR-LQSR incorporates several performance metrics. The Expected
Transmission Time (ETT), which is essentially the expected time to transmit a packet of a
certain size over a link, is introduced to measure the quality of a link. ETT accounts for
both packet loss rate and link bandwidth. The Weighted Cumulative Expected Transmission Time (WCETT) is used to measure the quality of a path. WCETT is a combination of
the Summation of ETT (SETT) and Bottleneck Group ETT (BG-ETT), which is the sum
of expected transmission time of a bottleneck channel. WCETT takes into account both
link quality metric and the minimum hop-count. Depending on the parameter set for SETT
and BG-ETT in WCETT, MR-LQSR generally achieves a good tradeoff between delay and
throughput. However, MR-LQSR does not consider interference, as the authors assumed
that all the radio interfaces on each mesh router are tuned to non-interfering channels. In reality, the number of available channels is limited, so when multiple traffic flows are running
on the network the impact of interference should not be overlooked.
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In [74], a centralized channel assignment and routing algorithm were proposed. The
proposed heuristic improves the aggregate throughput of WMNs and balance loads among
gateways. For the channel assignment algorithm, load balancing is the first criterion assessed. The routing algorithm used both shortest path routing and randomized routing.
In [73], in order to solve a joint channel assignment and routing problem, a traffic
flow based channel assignment was proposed to maximize the bandwidth allocated to each
traffic aggregation point, subject to the fairness constraint. Unlike the heuristic approach in
[73, 74] took into account the interference constraints at each mesh router in the formulation
of the joint channel assignment and routing. As a result, the proposed algorithm was able
to increase overall throughput.
The authors in [73, 74, 75] do not consider the use of scheduling in the event of
multiple links being assigned to the same channel. In their algorithms, the mesh routers
may need to buffer data packets, introducing extra hardware requirements for mesh routers.
Moreover, these algorithms do not consider some of the physical characteristics inherent
in the IEEE 802.11 standards, such as an adaptive transmission rate and the existence of
multiple neighboring sets for a multi-radio mesh router due to the different transmission
ranges of the radios.
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Figure 6.2: 5 candidate routes from Source S to Destination D
6.2 Cost-Aware Route Selection
6.2.1

Motivation

Prior studies [74, 77] have pointed out the shortcomings of the shortest-path routing
approach in WMNs. As a result, most of the proposed route selection schemes for WMNs
such as [76, 77] are instead based on the quality of links in a route. While these schemes
favor routes with higher throughput, they do not take into account the cost of a route. As a
result, in cases where multiple active connections are present, these schemes do not scale
up well and tend to produce lower overall throughput in multi-radio WMNs.
Figure 6.2 shows 5 candidate routes between source S and destination D. The values
of various metrics for these candidate routes, including the shortest-path, SETT, and BGETT, are presented in Table 6.1. As can be seen, the shortest-path will select path 2 or 4,
since these two routes consist of only 3 hops; SETT will favor path 4 because it has the
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Table 6.1: Performance metrics in Figure 6.2
path ID
route
hop throughput SETT BG-ETT
1
s-1-2-3-d
4
2Mbps
8ms
4ms
2
s-12-13-d
3
1Mbps
7.0ms
4.0ms
3
s-4-5-6-d
4
3Mbps
5.32ms 2.66ms
4
s-7-8-d
3
2Mbps
4ms
4ms
5
s-9-10-11-d
4
3Mbps
6.0ms
3.0ms

lowest value of SETT among all routes (In general, SETT tends to favor shorter paths.); and
BG-ETT will favor path 3 because of its radio diversity. However, none of these metrics
considers the channel diversity, as the impact of interference has not been treated as one of
the primary factors for route selection. Another drawback of these metrics is that their route
selections are based solely on the individual traffic flow instead of multiple simultaneous
flows. As a result, none of these metrics will be in favor of traffic aggregation, which will
lead to better utilization of wireless resources (i.e., channels).
Given a set of candidate routes, the problem of route selection in WMNs can be considered as a resource allocation problem, where the limited resource is the wireless medium.
When a route is an active, it prevents the mesh routers close to it from accessing the channels used by the active route due to the impact of co-channel interference. This limits the
available routes for nearby mesh routers for other connections. In this chapter, a new route
selection scheme, namely Cost-Aware Route Selection (CARS) will be proposed. In this
scheme, the interference cost of a route is measured quantitatively. By choosing the route
with the highest bandwidth and cost ratio, the overall network throughput can be improved.
In the following subsections, this approach will be explained in detail.
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Table 6.2: Physical Characteristics
802.11b
802.11g
Maximum rate
11Mbps
54Mbps
Transmission range
300 feet
250 feet
(outdoor)
Transmission range 100 - 150 feet 100-150 feet
(indoor)
Non-overlapping ch
1, 6, 11
1, 6, 11
Spectrum
2.4GHz
2.4GHz

802.11a
54Mbps
175 feet
100-150 feet
1 - 12
5GHz

6.2.2 Problem Formulation
The assumptions below were made for the WMN in which the route selection scheme
is expected to operate. Note that these assumptions do not conflict with any of the IEEE
802.11 specifications, and the frame format in the specifications is never changed.
• All mesh routers in WMNs are stationary.
• Assume that each mesh router has a set of 802.11 radio interfaces. The type of a
radio interface can be either 802.11a [18], 802.11b [17], or 802.11g [19].
• A radio interface is always in one of four MAC states: SENDING, RECEIVING,
IDLE and IDLE with TIMER. The transitions between these states are illustrated in
Figure 6.3. The state IDLE with TIMER means that the radio is unused, but some
neighboring mesh routers are using the same type of radio.
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• Each type of radio has a number of available channels. If a nearby mesh router is
using a channel for communications, the state of the channel is set to be IN-USE.
Otherwise, the state of the channel is set to be UNUSED.
• Assume that the primary cause of packet loss is co-channel interference. The other
factors that may affect the packet transmissions, such as multi-path fading [69], are
assumed to be fixed by incorporating simple error recovery techniques (e.g., CRC
[79]).
• To simplify the hardware design and lower the cost, assume a mesh router does not
have a large data buffer. Packets received by an intermediate mesh router are always
quickly forwarded to the next hop.
• The communications between mesh clients and their associated mesh router are assumed to be handled separately by a different set of wireless radio interfaces. In other
words, in this research a route consists of only mesh routers.
In WMNs, since each mesh router can be equipped with multiple radio interfaces, the
traditional graph denotation is not sufficient to describe the network topology of a WMN.
Before formulating the problem, consider the nomenclature used in this chapter.
A mesh-graph, GM = (VR , ER ), is composed of a set of node vectors VR and a set of
link vectors ER . A node vector is defined as v =< n, r >, where n is a mesh router and
r is one of n’s radio interfaces. A type function type(v) is defined to take a node vector
v =< n, r > as its argument and return the type of radio r (i.e., 802.11a, b, or g) of mesh
router n. A link vector < v1 , v2 >, where v1 =< ni , rp > and v2 =< nj , rq >, represents
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Figure 6.3: The State Transition Diagram for a radio interface
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a mesh link between sender mesh router ni using radio interface rp to communicate with
receiver mesh router nj using radio interface rq . Note that for a given mesh link < v1 , v2 >,
the constraint type(v1 ) = type(v2 ) must be satisfied.
The open neighbor set of a node vector N(v) (v =< n, r >) is defined as a set of mesh
routers within transmission range of the radio transmission r of mesh router n, excluding
n itself.
As mentioned earlier, the transmission rate of an 802.11 wireless link may step down
automatically when the signal strength is weakened. Since the signal strength is closely
related to the distance between sender and receiver, the available bandwidth of a mesh link
is formulated as follows. Given a link < v1 , v2 > where v1 =< ni , rp > and v2 =<
nj , rq >, the available bandwidth of link < v1 , v2 >, denoted as b(< v1 , v2 >), is defined
by Equation 6.1. In Equation 6.1, the available bandwidth of a link is inversely proportional
to the physical distance between two ends of the link.

b(< vi , vj >) = M aximum rate · (1 −

dist(ni , nj )
)
R

(refer to Table 6.2 for maximum rate &

(6.1)

transmission range, R)
In WMNs, a path χ connects the source node vector vs and the destination node vector
vd and is composed of a set of ordered link vectors as follows.
χ = {< vs , v1 >, < v10 , v2 >, · · · , < vh0 , vd >}
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0
In a path, any two adjacent links < vk−1
, vk > and < vk0 , vk+1 >, where vk =<

ni , rp > and vk0 =< nj , rq >, should satisfy the constraint (ni = nj ) ∧ (rp 6= rq ).
The path bandwidth of a path χ, denoted as B(χ), is defined as a function of the
available bandwidths of the links in the path. Depending on the type of traffic along a
path, the function may be defined differently. (Note that the terms path bandwidth and path
throughput are identical and are used interchangeably in this chapter.) Two types of traffic
are considered in this chapter: Burst Traffic (BT) and Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic. For
the burst traffic, path bandwidth function is defined as the minimum available bandwidth of
links in the path as, shown in Equation 6.2. If a path is assigned more bandwidth than the
available bandwidth of any link in the path, an intermediate mesh router will have to buffer
the data packets and this violates the no data buffer assumption. For instance, in Figure 6.2,
path 2 has 3 links with 2Mbps, 5Mbps, and 1Mbps available bandwidth. Consequently, the
path bandwidth of path 2 is 1Mbps.

B(χ) = min{b(< vs , v1 >), b(< v10 , v2 >), · · · ,
0
b(< vh−1
, vh >), b(< vh0 , vd >)}

(6.2)

For CBR traffic, B(χ) is a constant value bc . Note that the available bandwidth of any
of the links in the path has to be larger than bc .
Let a set of all active connections be S, so the overall throughput Ball is defined as
the sum of the path bandwidths of all the paths in S, as shown in Equation 6.3. The goal
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of this research is to design a route selection scheme to maximize overall throughput Ball
of a WMN, which is the number of bits the WMN can transport between all source and
destination pairs simultaneously. The higher the overall throughput Ball allows a WMN to
support more end-user flows.

Ball =

X

B(χ)

(6.3)

∀ χ∈S

6.2.3 Physical Layer Constraints
To help formulate the physical layer constraints, we first define the radio state function
and the channel state function must be defined. The radio state function rs(v) takes a node
vector v = (n, r) as input parameter and returns the state (i.e., SENDING, RECEIVING,
IDLE, and IDLE w/ TIMER) of the radio interface r of node n. The channel state function
cs(v, c) takes a node vector v = (n, r) and a channel c as its input parameters and returns
the state of the channel c (i.e., IN-USE or UNUSED) for radio interface r of node n. Note
that even if a radio is in IDLE or IDLE w/ TIMER state, a channel may still be the in
IN-USE state if it is used by one of n’s neighbors.
To establish a link < v1 , v2 >, where v1 =< ni , rp > and v2 =< nj , rq >, the physical
layer constraints can be formulated as follows :

1. Before establishing link < v1 , v2 >
Resource Allocation:
(rs(v1 ) = IDLE ∨ rs(v1 ) = IDLE w/ TIMER) ∧
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(rs(v2 ) = IDLE ∨ rs(v2 ) = IDLE w/ TIMER) ∧
∃ ck cs(v1 , ck ) = cs(v2 , ck ) = UNUSED

2. After link < v1 , v2 > is established using channel ck
Resource Allocation:
rs(v1 ) = SENDING ∧ rs(v2 ) = RECEIVING

Interference Avoidance:
∀ n ∈ N (v1 ) ∪ N (v2 ) cs(< n, r >, ck ) = IN-USE ∧
∀ n ∈ N (v1 ) ∪ N (v2 ) \ {n1 , n2 }
∀ r if type(n, r) = type(ni , rp ) ⇒
rs(< n, r >) = IDLE w/ TIMER

To successfully establish a link < vi , vj >, the components of the link vector and the
neighboring routers should satisfy the above constraints. Some of the constraints need to
be enforced by the DCF function (e.g., exchange RTS and CTS so the radio interfaces of
neighbors will be in the IDLE w/ TIMER state) defined in the 802.11 specification [16].
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6.2.4 Cost and Throughput Metrics
The purpose of WMN research is to facilitate rapid Internet access for a large number
of mesh clients. Hence, network throughput should be the primary performance measurement. Since the number of radios and channels in WMNs is limited, if the impact of
interference can be reduced when routing a traffic flow, the overall throughput can naturally be increased. In this subsection, two metrics used in our CARS scheme to evaluate a
path are introduced, the cost metric that measures the degree of interference of a path, and
the bandwidth metric that measures the throughput of a path.
To measure the degree of interference of a path, compute the number of mesh routers
that will experience interference along the path if the path is chosen for a connection and
becomes active. If all candidate routes provide the same amount of bandwidth between
source and destination, by selecting the path which creates the least interference, more
network resources (e.g. radios and channels) can be utilized by other traffic flows.
Given an active link < v1 , v2 > where v1 =< ni , rp > and v2 =< nj , rq >, the mesh
routers in N (ni , rp ) cannot use the channel currently occupied by radio rp of node ni for
communications (see interference avoidance physical layer constraint in Subsection 6.2.3).
Hence, the cost of using the link < v1 , v2 > can be defined as |N (v1 )|. For a given path
χ = {e0 , e1 , · · · , ek } where ei =< vi0 , vi+1 >, the cost of a path C(χ) is defined as follows:

C(χ) =

k
X
i=0
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|N (vi0 )|

(6.4)

The throughput of a path, on the other hand, is measured by the path bandwidth, B(χ),
which has been defined in Subsection 6.2.2. In general, we prefer a path with lower cost
and higher path bandwidth is preferable.
When mesh routers are distributed uniformly, a shorter path contains a smaller number
of hops and thus is likely to suffer less interference from neighbors. In addition, if a specific
region has too many active communications, a path traversing that region is likely to result
in a lower available path bandwidth. By choosing a path with a higher path bandwidth, a
path that goes through a lighter traffic area can implicitly gain priority and load balancing
can be achieved.

6.2.5

Traffic Aggregation

In addition to path metrics, route selection also takes into account traffic aggregation. If a link is simultaneously used by multiple active connections, we say that traffic is
aggregated on that link. Suppose that a link < v1 , v2 > is already a portion of an active
connection. If the same link is reused by another connection, This will not create additional
interference. In other words, the cost function of a path should take traffic aggregation into
consideration. For a given path χ = {e0 , e1 , · · · , ek } where ei =< vi0 , vi+1 >, if a subset
of links in the path S have already been used by other active connections, the cost function
should be modified as in follows:

C(χ) =

X
ei ∈χ\S
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|N (vi0 )|

(6.5)

Additionally, the definition of the available bandwidth of a link needs to be modified
so that the remaining bandwidth of a link can be utilized by aggregated traffic. Given a
link < v1 , v2 >, let S be a set of active connections that includes the link, so the available
bandwidth of link < v1 , v2 >, where v1 =< ni , rp > and v2 =< nj , rq >, is defined as
follows:

b(< v1 , v2 >) = M aximum Rate · (1 −

X
dist(ni , nj )
)−
B(χ)
R

(6.6)

∀ χ∈S

(M aximum rate and transmission radius R are shown in Table 6.2)

For instance, suppose that in Figure 6.2 the links in path 2 have already been used by an
active connection and the bandwidth of that path is 1Mbps. The available bandwidth of the
first, second and third links of path 2 will then be 1Mbps, 4Mbps, and 0Mbps, respectively.

6.2.6 Proposed Cost-Aware Route Selection Scheme
In this subsection, the proposed Cost-Aware Route Selection (CARS) scheme for
WMNs is presented. The new scheme consists of two steps: radio selection and path selection. For a given source-destination pair and the sequence of intermediate mesh routers
between them, the first step is to select the radio and channel to be used for the adjacent
mesh routers in the sequence. (Note that according to our path definition, even with the
same sequence of intermediate mesh routers, if the radio interface used by any intermediate
mesh router is changed the path is considered to be different.) After the radio and channel
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used for have been intermediate mesh router are identified, a new path metric called CARS
is then used to identify the path with the best bandwidth-cost ratio for communications.
Given two adjacent mesh routers ni and nj in a sequence within close proximity, up
to three sets of radio and channel will be returned as candidates for path consideration.
First, the radio ni with the smallest transmission range (i.e., the smallest number of that
neighbors interfere) and one of its unused channels is returned. If no channel of that radio
channel is available or nj does not have an available radio channel with the matched type,
the radio ni with the next smallest transmission range and one of its available channels is
returned. This process continues until a set of radio and channel is found. Second, the
radio ni with the highest available bandwidth and one of its unused channels is returned.
Similarly, if no channel of that radio is available or nj does not have an available radio
channel with the matched type, the radio of ni with the next highest available bandwidth
and one of its available channel is returned. This process continues until a set of radio
and channel is found. Last, these choices are examined to determine if there is an active
link from ni to nj . If there is, the radio and channel used by the active link with the most
remaining available bandwidth will be returned.
After the radio selection step, each sequence of mesh routers between source and destination will produce a number of candidate routes. Given a pair of source and destination,
the candidate routes (i.e., the sequence of intermediate mesh routers) are found by doing
breadth-first search starting from the shortest path until the number of candidate routes
reaches 10000. In Subsection 6.2.4, two metrics that measure the cost and bandwidth of a
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path have been introduced. In Equation 6.7, these two metrics are combined into one single
Cost-Aware Route Selection (CARS) metric for path evaluation:

CARS(χ) =

(B(χ))β
(C(χ))α

(6.7)

In Equation 6.7, β is assumed to be 1 − α and 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1. The greater the value
of α, the more weight is put on cost for path selection. On the other hand, the greater the
value of β, the more weight is put on path bandwidth for path selection. When α = β,
the CARS metric represents the amount of earned bandwidth for a unit of interference
cost. By comparing the CARS metrics for the candidate routes, it is possible to identify
the most efficient path that produces the most bandwidth per unit of interference. Hence,
Equation 6.7 captures our design goals.
For instance, in Figure 6.2, if α is assigned a larger value (i.e., cost is heavily weighted),
CARS will tend to favor path 5 as the sparse network area path 5 traverses has fewer neighbors to cause interference. On the other hand, if β is assigned a larger value (i.e., more
weight is given to path bandwidth), CARS will tend to favor path 3. This is because,
according to Equation 6.1, the available link bandwidth is inversely proportional to the distance between sender and receiver, so the dense network area that path 3 traverses, will
tend to have a higher link bandwidth.
Note that for CBR traffic, path bandwidth is a fixed value bc . Thus, Equation 6.7 can
be simplified as CARS(χ) =

1
.
C(χ)

Consequently, the CARS metric will give priority to

the path with the lower interference cost.
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6.3

Simulation Result and Analysis
This section presents the simulation results in order to evaluate the performance of the

proposed CARS scheme. For the purpose of comparison, the other route selection schemes,
including the shortest path and WCETT with different values of α and β, are implemented
along with CARS by C++ on different hardware and environment configurations.

6.3.1 Simulation Setting and Parameter Consideration
The simulations are conducted on a 400m by 400m two dimensional square. Mesh
routers are randomly placed within this square region. Each mesh router in our simulation
has a small number of radio interfaces. Each interface has a number of available channels.
The channels from different types of radio can be either shared or exclusive. Two channels
from different types of radio with the same ID are said to be shared if both radios utilize the
same spectrum i.e., only one channel can be used at a time. Two channels from different
types of radio with the same ID are said to be exclusive if radios are using different spectra
i.e., both channels can be used simultaneously. The transmission rate of a link is determined
by Equation 6.6 based on the type of radio and the physical distance between the two ends
of the link. The transmission range of a radio is set according to the type of the radio and
the location mesh routers (i.e., indoors or outdoors). The values used for the computation
of the transmission rate and the transmission range can be found in Table 6.2.
Two types of traffic flow, BT and CBR, are generated in the simulation. For a BT
traffic flow, the rate is computed by Equation 6.2. For a CBR traffic flow, the rate is set
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Figure 6.4: Throughput w/ BT, 3 NICs & 3 exclusive channels, P2P, indoors
to be 1024Kbps. Additionally, two different network flow patterns, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and
gateway-oriented, are simulated. In a P2P connection, source and destination are mesh
routers randomly selected in WMNs. In a gateway-oriented connection, one of the few
sinks are used as one end of the traffic flow. Since the primary cause of packet loss is cochannel interference, the ETT of a link in these candidate routes can simply be calculated
as the inverse of the available bandwidth of the link.

6.3.2

Throughput of Traffic Patterns

In this subsection, the simulation results of different route selection schemes on BT
and CBR traffic are presented.
Figure 6.4 shows the overall network throughput Ball for the different route selection
schemes for the burst traffic scenario based on the number of mesh routers in the simulated
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region. In the simulations, a mesh router is set to have 3 Network Interface Card (NIC)
radios, and each radio has 3 exclusive channels. P2P connections are generated until the
network is saturated. The location of the simulated WMN is assumed to be indoors.
As illustrated in Figure 6.4, no matter what values of α and β are used in CARS
and WCETT, CARS can always produce more than twice as much of the overall network
throughput as WCETT’s and the shortest path’s. This is a big improvement over the past
route selection schemes. While all three different CARS versions have similar performance, the that with α = 0.1 and β = 0.9 is slightly better than the other two. This
suggests that the path bandwidth metric is slightly more important than the path cost metric. Additionally, the overall network throughput of the three different CARS versions is a
lot more responsive to an increase of the number of mesh routers in any of the simulated
region than the other route selection schemes. This suggests that the new CARS scheme
is more scalable in terms of overall throughput. This feature is especially important for
WMNs. In addition, Figure 6.5 shows the average path throughput of different route selection schemes with respect to the number of mesh routers in the simulated region under the
same simulation settings. As illustrated in Figure 6.5, the schemes that produce the highest
average path throughput are CARS with α = 0.1 and β = 0.9, WCETT with α = 0.1 and
β = 0.9, and WCETT with α = 0.5 and β = 0.5. The average path throughput of CARS
with α = 0.5 and β = 0.5 and WCETT with α = 0.9 and β = 0.1 is just slightly lower
than the highest group. It is interesting to observe from Figure 6.5 that CARS with α = 0.1
and β = 0.9 achieves a significant improvement in the overall network throughput without
sacrificing individual path throughput.
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Figure 6.6 shows the successful connection rates for different route selection schemes
in the case of the CBR traffic scenario with respect to the number of mesh routers. In these
simulations, each mesh router is set to have 3 NIC radios, and each radio has 3 exclusive
channels. 20 P2P-type connections are attempted. The location of the simulated MWN is
also assumed to be indoors. Note that for the CBR scenario, the CARS metric is essentially
reduced to the path cost function.
As illustrated in Figure 6.6, no matter what values of α and β are used in WCETT,
CARS can successfully establish more than twice as many connections as either WCETT
as the shortest path. This suggests that the cost metric still plays a crucial role in route
selection. Additionally, the results of this simulation suggest that CARS allows more mesh
clients to be supported than either WCETT or the shortest path. This feature is also very
important for WMNs.

6.3.3 Successful Connection Rates of Shared and Exclusive Channels
In this subsection, the simulation results of different route selection schemes for shared
and exclusive channels are presented. Here, each mesh router is set to have 2 NIC radios,
and each radio has 3 channels. The network size is fixed at 80 routers with the assumption that 3 of them work as gateways to connect to the Internet. Gateway-oriented CBR
connections are used and the WMN is assumed to be indoors.
Figure 6.7 shows the successful connection rates of different route selection schemes
with respect to the number of generated connections in the simulated region in the case of
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Figure 6.7: Successful Connection Rates w/ 80 mesh routers (3 work as gateway), CBR, 2
NICs & 3 shared channels, indoors
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Figure 6.8: Successful Connection Rates w/ 80 mesh routers (3 work as gateway), CBR, 2
NICs & 3 exclusive channels, outdoors
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Figure 6.9: Successful Connection Rates w/ 80 mesh routers (3 work as gateway), CBR, 2
NICs & 3 exclusive channels, indoors
the shared channels. As illustrated in Figure 6.7, CARS has more than twice of the successful connection rate of either WCETT’s or the shortest path. This suggests that CARS
also performs well for the gateway-oriented connections. However, when the number of
generated connections increases, the successful connection rates for CARS decreases. This
is because the wireless resource (i.e., radios and channels) close to the gateways is quickly
exhausted.
Figure 6.9 shows the successful connection rates of different route selection schemes
with respect to the number of generated connections in the simulated region in case of
the exclusive channels. In Figure 6.9, the successful connection rates for CARS are approximately three times the rates for WCETT and the shortest path. This is because the
assumption of exclusive channels actually means less possibility of interference. In other
words, more resources are available in the case of the exclusive channels. When Figure 6.7
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and Figure 6.9 are compared together, it can be seen that the successful connection rates of
the other route selection schemes are not sensitive to the extra resources than become available when the channel type switches from shared to exclusive. This suggests that CARS
can better utilize the extra resources in the network.
For the purpose of comparison, Figure 6.8 shows the successful connection rates of
different route selection schemes with respect to the number of generated connections in
the simulated region for the case of exclusive channels under the same configuration, with
the only difference being that the network is located outdoors. As can be seen, the rates
in Figure 6.8 are slightly lower than the rates in Figure 6.9. Because in the outdoor case,
the transmission range is increased, as indicated in Table 6.2. At the same time, more
interference will be created when a path is established.

6.3.4

Network Throughput of Different Number of Radios and Channels

In this subsection, the simulation results of different route selection schemes on different number of NIC radios and channels are presented.
Figure 6.10 shows the overall network throughput Ball of different route selection
schemes with respect to the number of NIC radios at each mesh router. In this set of simulations, the hardware and environment settings are similar to those used to for Figure 6.4
except that each NIC radio is set to have 2 channels and the network size is set to be 80.
As illustrated in Figure 6.10, no matter how many NIC radios are available at a mesh
router, the overall network throughput of any CARS is always more than 1.7 times that of
either WCETT or the shortest path. In addition, as the number of radios at each mesh router
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Figure 6.10: Throughput w/ 80 mesh routers, BT, 2 exclusive channels, P2P, indoors
increases, the overall network throughput of both CARS with α = 0.1 and β = 0.9 and
CARS with α = 0.5 and β = 0.5 increases faster than the other route selection schemes.
This again suggests that with proper selection of the values of α and β, CARS is more
scalable in terms of the number of available NIC radios at each mesh router.
Figure 6.11 shows the overall network throughput Ball of the different route selection
schemes with respect to the number of available channels for each radio. In this set of simulations, the hardware and environment settings are the same as those used for Figure 6.10.
As illustrated in Figure 6.11, no matter how many channels are available at each radio,
the overall network throughput of CARS is always more than twice that of either WCETT
or the shortest path. Again in Figure 6.11, CARS with α = 0.1 and β = 0.9 and CARS
with α = 0.5 and β = 0.5 outperform the other route selection schemes.
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6.4

Summary
In this chapter, a novel route selection scheme, namely Cost-Aware Route Selection,

is proposed for WMNs to improve the overall throughput. The scheme incorporates a
path metric which captures the bandwidth and cost ratio and the introduces idea of traffic aggregation. Simulation results show that the new CARS scheme improves the overall
throughput by up to 165% in the case of the burst traffic and boosts the number of connections by up to 300% in the case of constant bit rate traffic and is also more scalable in terms
of the size of the network compared to both WCETT and the shortest path route selection
schemes.
Although for a given set of candidate routes this scheme is able to identify the best
choice to improve overall network throughput, it has yet to completely solve the routing
issue as no protocol is provided to locate those candidate routes. In addition, the new route
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selection scheme is centralized in the sense that the source node must collect and process
all the necessary information. While the nature of WMNs (i.e., mesh routers are fixed and
connected to external power supplies) allows this assumption to hold, future research on
a distributed routing protocol that runs only on the basis of localized information would
definitely be of interest.
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C HAPTER 7
C ONCLUSION
This chapter summarizes the research, highlights its contributions to the field of mobile ad hoc networks, and discusses potential future work.

7.1 Summary and Contribution
As a special type of wireless networks, wireless ad hoc networks have emerged as a
potential candidate for wireless broadband communication. In addition, advances in ad hoc
and sensor networks encourage the development of new applications such as wireless mesh
networks (WMNs), and underwater sensor networks. In such multi-hop networks, the route
selection scheme has a significant impact on the overall network performance. To obtain
better and more stable network performance, research on the practical considerations that
limit the design of network protocols is strongly demanded.
In this dissertation, two distinct approaches to routing in ad hoc networks are suggested by considering practical issues: DTGR and CARS. In DTGR, DTGR-SF and DTGRWF utilize both neighbor tables via beacon sampling to improve network performance
and reachability values to make forwarding decisions. Since wireless signals are on unstable transmission medium, temporary disruption in wireless communication is common
due to interference from obstacles or nodal movement. The simulation results show that
DTGR can help to improve the network performance. CARS is a specialized route selection scheme for multi-radio and multi-channel wireless mesh networks. The provision of
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more resources naturally leads to better performance, but also increases the complexity of
both network formation and route selection. First, a network formed with multi-radio and
multi-channel is mathematically formulated with physical constraints. A cost metric, bandwidth metric, and combined metric are then defined. Hence, CARS selects the route that
will cause the lowest interference and have the higher path bandwidth by utilizing the multi
radio and multi channel. The simulation results show that the network throughput for burst
traffic is significantly improved and more connections can also be established to gateways
(i.e., Internet access).
Beyond this laboratory research, more commercial applications are emerged in wireless ad hoc networks due to its properties of self-organizing, self-configuring, and selfhealing. The DTGR and CARS proposed in this dissertation can enhance those properties,
which is one of the most important contribution of this dissertation.

7.2 Future Research Directions
As discussed in Chapter 6, wireless mesh networks have received increasing attention
in recent years due to its ability to quickly provide broadband networking infrastructure
for large business enterprizes and Internet access to residence in rural areas. However,
many research issues in WMNs, such as virtual backbone construction, guaranteed QoS for
multimedia streams, and optimal path selection [68], remain to be addressed. In addition,
although CARS is one of the better heuristic schemes of the route selection in WMNs, it
needs further refinement to become a fully distributed routing protocol. Thus, our future
research directions include the followings:
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• Virtual backbone construction - The connected dominating set (CDS) [3] is one of
the well-known virtual backbones in ad hoc networks. We will design and implement
a better CDS construction protocol tailored specifically for multi-radio and multichannel WMNs.
• QoS Guarantee - Multimedia streaming in Internet is one of the most popular and
dominant traffic patterns nowadays. The quality of service (QoS) guarantees are
crucial in multimedia streaming. To provide certain QoS guarantees, the quality of
both link and path should be considered in WMNs when routing the traffic.
• Distributed routing protocols - The current version of CARS is a centralized route
selection scheme. It requires a node to obtain the current traffic snapshot of the whole
WMN to select a route. This assumption is considered impractical. To address this
issue, we are investigating to refine CARS so that it is based strictly on the localized
traffic information.
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Figure A.1: GPSR packet forwarding procedure
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Figure A.2: DTGR packet forwarding procedure
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